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U.S. halts
upgrading
of Oman
RDF unit

By Susan I. Gray
Washington Bureau

WASHINGTON. Nov. 12 — An $11 mil-
lion construction contract to upgrade Omani
military facilities foT the U.S. Rapid Deploy-
ment Force (RDF) has been postponed. The
construction, planned at Thumrait under the
direction of the U.S. Array Corps of
Engineers, was abruptly cancelled this week,
military sources said, because of a “rebudget-
ing situation."

Funding requests for projects in the Middle
East linked to the RDF were cut earlier this

year as pan of President Reagan's budget
slashing, sources told the Arab News that the
construction, which will be paid for by the
U.S. Air Force, will be rescheduled during
1982.

However, in light of Oman's recent deri-

sion to limit its participation in the U.S. milit-

ary exercise “Bright Star” now underway in

the Middle East, there is some speculation
that deferral on awarding the construction

contract may be tied to Omani attempts to

(Continued on back page)
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CAPE CANAVERAL, Florida, Nov. 12
(R) — .The U.S. space shuttle Columbia
blasted off Thursday to become the first

spacecraft to make a return trip to space.
Columbia was launched from the same site

where it began its three-day maiden voyage
last April 1 2. Thursday's second of four test

flights is scheduled to last five days.
The spacecraft, riding a plume of yellow

flame and a column of billowy white steam,
climbed straight into the clear Florida sky
after a thunderous liftoff at 10.10 a.m. (1510
GMT).
The astronauts, Air Force Col. Joe Engle.

49, and Navy Captain Richard Truly, 44, will

fly Columbia for 84 orbits and then land the
spacecraft on a California desert runway at

Edwards Air Force Base Tuesday.
The launch was delayed by 10 minutes

while launch Director George Page reviewed
a few last-minute details. “Let’s take our
time,'

1

Page told the launch team. “ We are
going to do it right." This followed a delay of
over two and a half hours while a faulty elec-

tronic device was replaced by one rushed
across the continent from its sister shipCfco/ -

Unger, still under construction in California^

The hitch with the device, one of seven
which collect and transmit data to onboard
computers and to ground stations, was the

fourth delay to hit Columbia 's second mis-

sion. Its scheduled flight last week was

,

aboned only 31 seconds before blastoffwhen
contaminated lubricating oil impaired the
auxiliary power units.

Flying with the same precision which sent

men to the moon 12 years ago, the Delta-

winged Columbia jettisoned its two booster

rockets a little more then two minutes into

flight, th< rode piggyback aboard its giant

fuel tank into the upper atmosphere..

It reached orbit height shortly after con-

suming more than 526,000 gallons (two mil-

lion liters of liquid fuel contained in the

blimp-like lank, which was dropped empty
back into the atmosphere to bum up over the
Indian Ocean. By that time the spacecraft

was traveling at 17,000 miles per hour
(27,200 kph) and was more than 100 mites

(160 km) above the earth.

The astronauts will operate a cluster of

scientific instruments and test a robot arm
which, on later missions, wifi be used to

handle payloads in the Cargo Bay.

The aim of the five-day flight is to perfect a

space transportation system which will be

able to fly regularly and routinely in earth

orbit, carrying scientists who need not neces-

sarily be trained astronauts, their equipment
and payloads of satellites and militaiy hard-

ware.

The two astronauts shut down Columbia ’s

three main rocket engines and fired smaller

rockets to boost the space ship into an orbit

about 1 30 miles (200 km) high. It would take

three rocket firings to position the spacecraft

in its ultimate circular orbit at that altitude.

Columbia left behind at the launch pad a
giant billowing cloud of steam, which obs-

cured the launch tower for several minutes

until it was blown out into the Atlantic. It also

sent an enormous sound wave across the

Oceanside Space Center, creating waves in

the suTTOUnding tidal basins.
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Sweden tops and Guinea-Bissau tails off
WASHINGTON, Nov. 12 (AP) — Swe-

den is the best country in which to live,

Guinea-Bissau the worst, according to a new
set of ratings from the Environmental Fund.

The fund’s annual world population esti-

mates thisyearalso incorporate what iscalled

the physical quality of life index.

This index, developed by the Overseas

Development Council in Washington, rates

countries on a scale of 1 to 100. The
Environmental Fund, which published the

ratings Tuesday, is a group study-

ingworldwideenviromneBtal and population

issues.

Three factors are used to determine the

rating— infant mortality, life expectancy at

age one, and literacy. Income, taxes, housing

and other economic measures are not ele-

ments in the rating.

Sweden getstop marks with a 97 rating, the

only country to reach that level. Guinea-
Bissau manages only a 12.

Five nations are close behind Sweden with

ratings of 96. They are Denmark, Iceland,

Japan, the Netherlands and Norway. Canada
and Switzerland are next with 95.

The United States.rated a 94, as did Fin-

93 — Australia, Austria, Belgium.

Czechoslovakia, East Germany, West Ger-
many, Ireland; 92 — Italy, Luxembourg; 91

— Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, Soviet Union,
Spain;

90— Puerto Rico, Romania; 89 -j- Bar-
bodos, Greece; 87— Malta, Uruguay; 86—
Hong Kong, Taiwan; 85— Argentina, Costa
Rica, Cyprus, Guyana, Trinidad-Tobago;

84 Bahamas, Cuba, Jamaica, Yugos-
lavia; 83— Martinique, Singapore, Surinam;

82 — Netherlands Antilles, South Korea. Sri

tend,.France, New Zealand and the United- Lanka;-80— Fiji, -Panama, Portugal; 79 — -

Kingdom. ' Lebanon, Venezuela; 77 — Chile;

Hfiire is the remainder of the ratings: (Continued on back page)

Economic crisis,infighting threaten Schmidt
BONN, Nov, 12 (AFP)— The West Ger-

man government headed by Chancellor

Helmut Schmidt seems increasingly worn out

by the economic crisis just two days before

the visit here by Soviet President Leonid

Brezhnev.

One senior official commented Thursday:

“This government’s only aim is to get

through the : winter which unquestionably

will be the toughest for the Socialist-Liberal

coalition since it came to power in 1969”.

A test of strength between Schmidt’s

Socialists and the centrist Liberals seems

inevitable over the economy, and financial

and social policies.

The Social Democrats, hit by a 54 percent

increase in unemployment in a year, and

backed by the unions, believe that a job crea-

tion program is vital' to slow unemployment

which could reach two million in 1982.

They envisage paying for such a plan with

new taxes, but the liberals, backed by the

middle classes, are strongly opposed to any

program to boost the economy which would

most probably be financed by liberal voters.

The Libera] Economy Minister Graf Otto

Lambsdorff has gone so far as to threaten his

resignation if the government decides to

loosen the purse strings in response to pres-

sure from the unions.

The Deutscher Gewerkschaftsbund, with

eight million members, has already said that

it will not tolerate cutbacks in social benefits

developed during the last 30 years, and that it

cannot be counted on to agree to a cut in the

living standards of its members.
In the face of this double threat. Chancel-

lor Schmidt is playing for time, .hoping that

interest rates will continue to ease before

next spring, thus facilitating greater invest-

ment and an economic upturn.

On the domestic political front, the gov-

ernment has had some patching up to do after

the regional government in Hesse, headed by

a Social Democrat, nearly resigned because

of a dispute over enlargement of Frankfurt

airport.

Schmidt and the Social Democrats are also

looking for extra time in the Euro-missile

debate.

It is almost certain that the Socialist con-

STOCKHOLM, Sweden, Nov. 12 (AP)

— “No, ! hadn’t time to mend the roof,”

and “Yes, it was a bit lonely,” say two of

Sweden's fathers on paternal leave. The

number of men who chose to stay home

with baby was never large, and seven years

info Sweden's pioneering experiment, that

number is declining.

Recent studies have found that those men

who do stay home still turn over most of the

responsibility to the mother when the

paternity leave ends.

The Conservative government now in

power, moreover, is clearly not enthusiastic

about the experiment hatched m 1974 by a

Social Democratic government.

.

Recommending that legislation be

reviewed, industry minister Nils G. Asling

said recently:“ It has become far too easy to

get time off from work to take care of chil-

dren Or to study.**
’

Schmidt, facing crisis, bids Tor safe landing

gress in Munich in April 1982 will not decide

on the dual decision by the North Atlantic

Treaty Organization (NATO) envisaging the

deployment at the end of 1983 of Pershing

Two nuclear and Cruise missiles in West

Germany.
Schmidt has stressed repeatedly that be

would resign if the i Social Democrats do not

approve NATO's decision next year.

A special congress could now be called in

1983 to examine this delicate affair, as

deployment of the missiles in West Germany
ischallenged by a section ofthe Social Demo-
crats and the pacifist movement
On European policy, the Schmidt govern-

ment is content to demand a substantial

reduction m its contribution to the budget of
the European Economic Community, but has
scarcely made constructive suggestions for

basic reform of the community.

(AP wirrphoto)

COLUMBIA LIFTSOFF: The space shut-

tle Columbia lifts off the pad at Kennedy
Space Center Thursday.

U.S. diplomat

in Paris foils

gunman’s bid
PARIS, Nov. 12 (R) — Acting U.S.

Ambassador Christian Chapman escaped an

assassination attempt when a young gunman-

fired six shots at him from close range on a

Paris street Thursday.

Thejnan. ran away after the attack on the

diplomat as he left home near the Eiffel

Tower to drive to the embassy.

Chapman, 60, deputy bead of the mission

and charge d affaires pending the arrival of a

new ambassador, told reporters he ducked

behind his limousine to dodge tbe bullets.

Two hit the car.
“He came up to me as I left the house and

stopped about 50 feet away ... be was a hand-

some young man in a black leatherjacket and

black pants and had his band in his jacket ...

“I heard detonations... I saw him walking

toward me with his arm extended. I kept

hearing firing so I tried to duck behind tbe

car. He kept firing. He fired six shots all

told,” he said. “I sort of ran toward the car to

get away from him behind it,” he added.

The diplomat, who was born in France and
served in the free French Air Force in World
War II, said his attacker walked away briskly

after apparently emptying his revolver. One
passer-by attempted to pursue tbe gunman,
who had “a black beard, black hair, jet-black

eyes, big eyes,” Chapman said.

Chapman, who recently refused a French

offer of a police guard, told reporters he had

recently been put in a state of heightened

security. A spokesman for the French Minis-

try of External Relations said the U.S.

Embassy recently reported that it had
received threats to Chapman.
Chapman, whose family does not live in

France, has been standing in as head of mis-

sion since the departure of Ambassador
Arthur Hartman last month. The new U.S.

ambassador, banker Evan Griffith Galbraith,

is due to take up his post later this month.

Chapman, who was able to joke about the

incident two hours later, said he would now
accept a French offer of a permanent police

escort. He said such attacks would not have

any effecL “We are not going to change onr
operations or onr policies," he said.

Thursday’s incident was the first of its kind

against a U.S. diplomat in Paris although rep-

resentatives of other countries have been

targets. Last September, Armenian guerrillas

killed' a guard and wounded an attache at the

Turkish Consulate. They gave up to police

after a day-long siege.

Five Turkish Embassy officials have been

killed in Paris by Armenian nationalists since

1975. Just over an hour after Thursday’s

incident. Chapman and his French driver

reconstructed the attack for police outside

the apartment building close to the River

Seine.

LONDON, Nov. 12tAP) — Prime Minis-

ter Margaret Thatcher won a House of
Commons vote 302 lo 250 Wednesday night,

backing her Conservative government's legis-

lative program for the next 12 months.

The comfortable 52-vote majority in the

house was on a motion by the Laboriie oppos-
ition criticizing government economic policy

in the program, handed to Queen Elizabeth

II to read out at the opening of the new ses-

sion of Parliament Nov. 4
The program pledges to curb the bargain-

ing power of unions, limit the tax-raising

powers of high-spendinglocal authorities and
continue efforts to bring down inflation and
unemployment.
At the end of a six-day debate. Chancellor

of the Exchequer Sir Geoffrey Howe made it

clear that the government has no intention of
reflating the economy, but will stick to its

policies of restricted credit and cuts in gov-

ernment spending.

He forecast that inflation will not fall as

quickly next year as it did in the last IS
months, when it dropped from 21.9 percent

to 11.4 percent. He safd the fall in the

exchange rate and a sharpjump in productiv-

ity during the first six months of 1981 had set

the scene for a return to profitability in indus-

try.

Howe hinted that the British pound, which

has lost 30 percent of its value against the

LLS. dollar in the same period, may fall

further and push up the inflation rate. Peter

Shore, Laborirc spokesman on economic
affairs, accused Howe of living in a” world of
make-believe.”

Shore predicted that unless the govern-

ment changes course, unemployment will

climb from' the current 2.98 million to 4.5

million by 1984 and bankruplices this year

will reach 8,0(10. an all-time.

Shore said that in the 900 days since Mrs.

Thatcher became prime minister, unemp-
loyment had risen by an average of 1.SU0

people a day to stand at nearly three million.

“The economic failures of the last two years
have been brought upon us not by inevitable

economic forces but by the prejudices of an
obstinate woman,” Shore said.

Advocating tax cuts and increased gov-
ernment spending to start expansion, shore
said Britain has entered a process of collapse
greater than any in memory or any experi-

enced by any other industrial country.

Rumbling unrest over the economic situa-

tion in the Conservative ranks found voice in

Maurice MacMillan, whose father Harold
was premier in 1 957-h3. Calling for a change
of emphasis in government, policy and refla-

tion. he said: “Start the action now because it

is later than you think.” A number of other
tones .cheered the remark.

Kins reciprocates sentiments

Outcome satisfiesGCC heads
RIYADH. Nov. 12 (SPA) — King Khaled

Thursday sent cables to leaders who partici-

pated ' in the Gulf Cooperation Council in

reply to the messages they sent while leaving

for home after the rwo-day GCC summit con-

ference, which concluded here Wednesday.
The King reciprocated the Gulf leader^

brotherly sentiments and reiterated that his

effort during tbe summit was a^flection of

the sincere and fraternal sentiments which
bind tbe brotherly peoples of the Gulf in a
strong cord of love and cooperation. The
monarch implored Almighty God “to enable
all to work for the welfare and prosperity of

our nation and countries.'’

Before departing Thursday morning, tbe_

Gulf leaders expressed satisfaction over the'

outcome of the Riyadh summit. They com-
mended tbe summit's resolution on the King-

dom's peace proposal which, they said, reaf-

firmed the principles and bases adopted by
tbe Arab collective resolutions and also those

of the United Nations.

The leaders described the outcome as a

“positive step
r
' toward the realization of

objectives and coordination of efforts, to

ensure progress and prosperity ofthe peoples

of tbe region and to enhance their capability

of cooperation with tbe Arab and Islamic

nation. They expressed their contentment
with the summit's call for Arab solidarity as

the only way to victory and to the realization

of an equitable and comprehensive solution

to the Palestine issue. They reiterated that

the purpose of tbe formation of the GCC was
to promote cooperation and solidarity among
member states and to assist other Arab and
Islamic states.

The GCC heads of state declared that the
summit's resolutions provided comprehen-
sive bases for work in economic, political and
security fields. They expressed their firm con-
fidence that the*'positive efforts” oftheGCC
states would ensure a practical and sound
implementation of the summit's resolutions

now and in the future.

The Gulf leaders were seen off at the air-

port by Riyadh Governor Prince Salman;
Riyadh ..Mayor Abdullah Al-Naim; GCC
Secretary General Abdullah Bishara;
Agriculture and Water Minister Dr. Abdul
Rahman Al-Sheikh: Commerce Minister Dr.
Soliman Al-Solaim; Health Minister Dr.
Hussein Al-Jazaeri and top government offi-

cials.

Meanwhile, various information media in

the Gulf hailed the positive outcome of the
summit, highlighting the unanimous approval
of the Kingdom's peace proposal. The media
described the summit's concluding statement
as “resolute and frank”, voicing confidence
and optimism in the peoples of the region for

a bright future.

Gulf newspapers reaffirmed that Gulf
ministers will go to artend the upcoming Arab
summit conference with a clear and powerful
image. They added that the success of the

GCC summit in Riyadh will be a prelude to a

bigger success at the next Arab summit in

Fez.
-

Morocco. The papers held the view that

the recommendation that the Kingdom's
peace proposal be taken to the Arab summit
provided practical evidence that the GCC
leaders were not preoccupied with regional

matters but were concerned with pan-Arab
(Continued on back page)

24 indicted in Sadat murder case
CAIRO, Nov. 12 (AFP)—The curtain fell

Thursday on the first act in the trial of the

alleged killers of President Anwar Sadat
when the indictment was published and the

prosecution demanded death for all 24
defendants.

The surprise element in the indictment was
the allegation that Abud Zomor. described in

the press as the “brains” of the “Khomeini-
ist plot." is a major in the Egyptian Army.
He is thus the second officer accused of

plotting and carrying out tbe Sadat assassina-

tion last month. The first is Lt. Khaled Islam-

buly. an artillery officer.

The indictment also gives for the first time
the names of tbe three “civilians disguised as

soldiers” who allegedly took part in the assas-

sination.

They are bookseller Abdel Hamid Abdel
Salaro Abdel Aal, engineer Ata Tayel
Hatnida Rahil, and reserve army officer Has-
sin Abbas Muhammad.
Tbe four charged with premediated homi-

cide, go on trial on Nov. 21 before a military

court.

The indictment also concerns 20 other

Fathers on ‘parental leave’ find it’s easier to go to work
Bjorn Wahlstrom, an executive of the

Pssab Steel Group, wrote a booklet for the

Industrial Federation which contended that

paternal leave is economically unsound.

“It is a pure waste thatgood resources, at

a time when they are most needed, should

stay home and busy themselves with

babies,” he wrote.

Equality Minister Karin Andersonn fired

back that Asling and others “act swiftly to

take a tight economical situation as an

excuse to vent certain views on the role of

the sexes.” But, she added, she preferred to

have “some good old antagonism rather

than waging a hopeless fight against pre-

judice that is there but never really show-

ing.”

A study by Philip Hwang, a Goteborg

University psychologist, found that pater-

nal leave does not particularly affect the

traditional rolesof parents. The mother still

gjves the child more of tenderness and nurs-

ing care while the typical father-child con-

tact is of a more sporadic and active nature,

best illustrated by the father hoisting the

baby up in the air, making it laugh, Hwang
said,

Tbe Swedish law permits either parent to

take 12 months leave, divided as they wish

— when a baby is bom. At the time of the

birth the father is entitled to an additional

10 days off. Up to six of the 12 months can

be taken out at any time before the child'

s

eighth birthday. Also, parents are entitled

to 60 days paid leave to take care of sick

children.

During the first nine months of parental

leave, the parent gets regular sickness

allowance, or90 percentofthe income. The
remaining three months carry a minimum
sickness benefit, currently 37 kronor ($6.7)

a day,

.

In 1974. only two percent of the fathers

chose to stay at home with their children,

and then for an average of just 26 days. The
number peaked at 12.3 percent in 1977, but

last year it had declined to 10 percent of all

new fathers, who took an average of 42 days
leave.

One study covering some 70 fathers

found that while men of all ages take pater-

nal leave, there are fewer from business

than government. The study was conducted
by the Stockholm University psychological

department.

Postal Director General Ove Rainer,

who took a one-month leave when his son

was born in 1 979, came under fire publicly

and privately. He was also criticized when
he turned down an offer to become energy

minister in 1978 because of his upcoming
paternal leave.

Only this year did he comment publicly

on the flow of anonymous letters be

received. Some men felt his example Jm
some way threatened their careers, he said.

Others expressed feelings of guilt for not

taking paternal leaves.

alleged members of the ‘terrorist organiza-

tion” of religious extremists accused by the

authorities of trying to import the revolution

of Ayatollah Khomeini into Egypt.

They include a blind professor of theology,

Omar Ahmed Abderrahman, who taught at

the University of Asyut. It was in Asyut that

bloody clashes occurred between fundamen-
talist and security forces immediately after

the Sadat killing.

Officiailly described as the Mufti of the

“terrorist” organization, Abderrahman is

alleged to have authorized his followers to

confiscate the property of all Egyptian lead-

ers termed “suspicious.
- '

Most of the others named in the indictment

are students from upper Egypt.

The indictment claims that Lt. Islambuiy

substituted three accomplices who were not

in the armed forces for three soldiers who
were to have taken pan in the military parade

at which Sadat was shot on Oct. 6.

A total of 750 alleged religious extremists

have so far been arrested in the investigation

according to official figures.

Tbe university study said that a majority

of men on parental leave, representing pro-

fessions ranging from stock room workers

to department heads, popped in to tend to

their work a couple of evenings or after-

noons a week, uninvited and without extra

pay.

The woman' s occupation is also impor-

tant in the paternal leave decision, a

government-commissioned report said.

Women with monotonous jobs see mater-

nity leave as a welcome break while more
highly educated women are more willing to

let their husbands take a turn with the newly

bom, it said. Also, which mate earns the

higher salary is a factor.

Half of the fathers in the university study

said that taking care of a baby was harder
than they had imagined. And as soon as

theywent back to work tbeir household role

dwindled to “helping' their wives, it said.
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National company lands
SR132m rail contract

FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 13. 19R1

DA VIMAM. Nov. 12 (SPA) - rbe Gov-
ernment Railroad Organization (GRO)
Thursday awarded _a SRI 3 1.9-million
contract to a Saudi Arabian consoli-
dated company for building the third part of
the rail line linking Khureis to Rivadh. offi-
cials announced.

The contract, signed by Abdul Mohsen
Asaad Bashawri. acting president of the
organization, provides for building the rail-

road and incorporated bridges and overpas-
ses according to certain specifications to

make them endure high speed trains. It will

also provide for constructing the rail in a spe-
cial way. so as to avoid any shocks and ensure
comfort for passengers. The contract is

expected to **» implemented within 825 days.

GRO has recently signed a contract for the

first part of the Dammam-Hofuf tine which

will eventually connect the Gulf port city to

Riyadh. The second part's contract also has

been signed to link Hofuf to khureis. The
total distance of the Dammam-Riyadh rail

line will be 450 kilometers, much less than

the length ofthe present railroad between the

two cities which is 560 kilometers.

When the new line is completed, it will be

used chiefly for passenger services. The old

railroad will also remain operational. The

Kingdom has recently ordered high-speed,

luxurious passenger coaches from a Japanese

firm to run on the proposed Riyadh-

Dammam line.

Ibn Jiluwi opens industrial exhibit
DAMMAM, Nov. 12 (SPA) — Eastern

Province Governor Prince Abdul Mohsen

ibn J5Tuwi opened an industrial exhibition for

Jubail city at the Dammam-Oberoi Wednes-

day night. The show displays the city s history

and its industrial and commercial installa-

tions.

Dr. Farouk Akhdar. secretary general of

Royal Commission for Jubail arid Yanbu

and acting director of Jubail Industrial Pro-

jects, said in a statement .that Madinas Al-

Jubail Al-Sinayiah (Jubail industrial city) will

be built on the highest partofthat area on the

Gulf coast. The city s site will be 900 sq.

kilometers, of which the industrial zone will

occupy 80 sq. kilometers.

The royal commission will build 756 kms.

of main road, 170 schools of various levels to

caterfor 1 00,000 students, and severaHiospi-

.tals with a combined -capacity of 1.600 beds..

Akhdar said. The industrial city will accom-
modate 14 basic industries for petrochemi-

cals. iron, petroleum and its products, he
added.

Contracts for eight of these industries have

been signed and five of them are under con-

struction. he said. The overall cost of the
basicIndustriesrreach SR5<3 tiiorf^aCCOrdiiVg ;

to Akhdar who added that their annual pro-

duction revenues will approach' SRB5.ttfllion-.

.

Construction is Underway- on 99 auxiliary

industries which are part Of. the 250 factories .

to be built at the industrial city*. These indus-

tries will cost SRI 2 billion, Akhdar said. A
large number of contracts will be signed bet-

ween the royal commission and Saudi Ara-
bian businessmen who will have a wide scope

for commercial and economic investments,

be added.
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AbaAl-Khail
leads mission

at Bonn talks
BONN. Nov. 12 (SPA) — finance and

National Economy Minister Sheikh
Muhammad Aba Al-Khail arrived here
Thursday at the head ofa delegation to the

fifth session of the Saudi Arabian-

German joint commission.
The German side to the two-day talks is

headed by Cooperatives and Economy
Minister Otto.Graf Lambsdoff. The.joint

commission was established in 1974 on a
mutual desire to boost cooperation and
establish direct contacts between govern-
ment officials and businessmen.
Saudi Arabia and West Germany

signed a memorandum of understanding
in 1977 to consolidate the principles of
economic, technical and scientific cooper-
ation.

It was announced in Bonn that the joint

commission’s current session- will be -of a
technical nature dealing with economic,
industrial and agricultural cooperation
between the two countries. Aba Al-Khail
is accompanied by a delegation compris-
tag,̂ Q^nfoj.o.f(jjj^ '^upxnis.gqv-
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YANBU. (SPA) -L"By the' beginning of
next week. Yanbu porfs Red Sea" fuel pro-

duction dock wifl'-Se^tuijied over toXapera-

tional authorities completion.' The
dock, which cost about £959,000 consists of
four shipyards incorporating different sys-

tems equipped with latest devices, according

to officials
•

RIYADH, (SPA).l— The Directorate

General of Preventive Medicine has urged

citizens to cooperate positively with the

Health Ministry’s campaigns to fight malaria

carrying mosquitos.- The directorate urged
cooperation with insecticide spray teams
which give mstructionson safety and disease

prevqTrfflbn. \ •
,

(
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JEDDAH. (SPA) ^AJsenier official of
the Public Works -MihjstryTn Niger arrived

her Thursday on (few days’ visit during which
he will discuss an Islamic university project to

be set up in his country by the Organization of
the Islamic Conference (OIQ. The Niger

official was to sign a contract Friday during a
meeting with OIC Secretary General Habib
Chatti.

TUNIS, (SPA) — Habib Bourguiba Jr.,

director general of the Tunisian economic

The Memorable

Sajurui.

Fahd proposal gets renewed support
Bj a Staff Writer

JEDDAH. Nov. 12 — The Republic of
China reiterated Thursday that it “supports
and warmly welcomes the eight-point peace
plan proposed by Crown Prince Fahd to

resolve the Middle East problem.

A spokesman for the Chinese Foreign
Ministry said that the Kingdom's peace plan
is an “effective formula” to resolve the crisis

which resulted from the conflict between
Israel and the Arab world. He added that the

plan was “most comprehensive, we consider
it as the foundation for the Middle East peace
talks". The plan ’’win be very helpful in

establishing a lasting peace in the Middle
East, if it is put into practice”, he added.

.
The spokesman recalled the Chinese Pre-

mier's visit to the Kingdom in September.

1979. and said that the Saudi-Chinese joint

communique issued then had insisted on the

Israeli withdrawal from all occupied Arab

territories, including Jerusalem.

In Ankara, meanwhile. Turkish Premier

Bulcnd Ulusu announced his country’s sup-

port for the Kingdom’s peace plan. In an
interview published in the Istanbul-based

Middle East Review magazine. Ulusu said the

approaches adopted by Turkey and Saudi

Arabia on issues, such as the Arab- Israeli

conflict, the threats confronting the Middle

East and possible stability measures, were

similar.

Brazil officials have also said that they con-

sider the Saudi Arabian peace plan as a

Tele-technical terms to he Arabized
RIYADH. Nov. 12 (SPA) — The King-

dom has donated S40Q,000 for a program
which will translate the International Encyc-
lopedia of Technical Terms in Telecommuni-
cations into Arabic, officials reported.

Posts. Telegraph and Telephones Minister

Dr. AJawi Darwish Kayyal said Wednesday
that the Kingdom's move is designed to sup-

port activities which benefit the Arab nation.

The translation of the telecommunications

•enbyetepedia WfllHave invaluable bei&fitt; iff

'

a'ddrmn to.standardizing the Arab technical

development bank, met Wednesday with

vismngjs&mic Development Bank President

Ttf. Ahmed Muhammad ATL An agreement

was signed betwen the two organizations,

under which Tunisia will be granted a

S5-rafl]ien loan by the 1DB.
RIYADH. (SPA) — Dr. Abdullah Al-

Zayed, vice-preskleni of Madinah Islamic

University, left here Wednesday for Pakistan

atthe invitation of President Ziz-ul-Haq. Dr.

Zayed win deputize forCrown Prince Fahd at

the foundation-stone laying ceremony of

King Fasisal Islamic studies icollege in Faisa-

labad. He will also hold talks with Pakistani

education officials.

RIYADH, (SPA) — An Arab League

delegation, led by Dr. Abdul Rahman AI-

Laban, Lebanese labor and social affairs

minister, will arrive here Friday on few days’

visit. The delegation will visit handicapped

rehabilitation centers for handicapped per-

stiflsin the Kingdom. THe delegation hopes to

Seneflting from the Kingdom’s experience

and use' this knowledge in establishing the

Arab rehabilitation, center.

JEDDAH, (SPA) — The New Zealand

trade mission, currently visiting the King-

dom, toured Jeddah Islamic Port Thursday to

inspect its docks and modern facilities. They

were briefed on ports activities by the general

director, Fuad Mukhtar. The New Zealand

team is here at tbe invitation of the Eastern

Province Chamber of Commerce and Indus-

try.

terminologies.

The most significant advantage will be
facilitating (he modem technology transfer

process for the Arab nation through the most
important means, which Is the language.

Kayyal said. Language could be a barrier to

the' easy rransfer of technology, he added.
The translation of the encyclopedia will

also strengthen the Arabic language’s posi-

tion in the international circles. It will prom-
ote the.efforts exerted to introduce Arabic as
an official language in the activities of the

Internationa] Telecommunications Federa-
tion, the minister said. Apart from that, the
proposed translation program will help boost
technical cooperation among various Arab
government departments and concerned
organizations.

The standardization of technical terras can
result in joint concepts that will foster and
activate the exchange of expertise and
research. Kayyal said.

“constructive contribution" in the negotia-

tion process for the realization of n com-

prehensive and lasting peace in the Middle
East. He added that the Brazilian delegate to

the United Nations will raise the question

before the General Assembly next month.

PLO Chairman Yasser Arafat has renewed

the organization’s support for the Kingdom's

peace plan. In a statement published in the

Kuwaiti newspaper Al Rai Al Aam, Arafat

reiterated that the plan constitutes a signific-

ant base for the solution of the problem. He
be win declare his views on the plan

during the upcoming Arab summit in Fez,

Morocco.

Panel advises

plan execution
JEDDAH, Nov. 12 (SPA) -- The inter-

governmental experts' committee of
.
the

Organization of the Islamic Conference con-

cluded its meeting here Wednesday by-

recommending implementation of all plans

connected with development.

It recommended immediate enforcement

of the Islamic agriculture minister*
1

.report-

issued at their meeting in Ankara last month

. concerning agriculture and food security. The
experts a Iso recommended that the uncoming

meeting on insurance and reinsurance,

scheduled for Dacca, Bangladesh, consider

the possibility of drawing up a financial

arrangement for insuring joint export s.

The committee approved the operation of

the Tangier?; center in Tunisia, which will

open during the next few days to pursue

implementation of aH plans of action. The

experts had begun their meetings here Mon-

day.
.

'

Prayer Times
Friday Makkah Madinah Riyadh Dammam Bnraidah
Fajr (Dawn) 5:05 5:11 4:42 4:32 4:56
Dhuhr (Noon) 12:05 12:06 11:37 11:24 11:48
Assr (Afternoon) 3:17 3:14 2:45 2:29 2:54
Maghreb (Swan) 5:40 5:37 5:08 4:52 5:16
isha (Night) 7:10 7:07 6:38 6:22 6:46
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SAHARA ALJAZIRA ANNOUNCES THAT
A PASSPORT BEARING NO MA735812 ISSUED IN THE NAME OF
MR. JOHN JOSEPH MOLNAR, CANADIAN NATIONALITY WHO

CAME TO THE KINGDOM ON A BUSINESS VISIT, HAS BEEN LOST.

ANYONE FINDING IT MAY PLEASE CALL:
465-5900 -AL-RIYADH.

Small outlay
Medium speed
Large benefits

Invest in Blackstone
Economy Range' packaged generating sets

The Blackstone 'Economy Range' of

standard packaged generating sets achieves

the optimum in cost perkW by combining
the reliability of medium speed running
with carefully streamlined manufacturing
and operating costs. In other words, long

term dependability with maximum economy.

Quality and reliability have been
maintained by utilising the features of the

standard well-proven, medium speed

Blackstone E Type engine but a complete
reappraisal of the design detail of these

generating sets has resulted in

substantial economies.

'Economy Range' sets are fully

assembled and tested by our own skilled

engineers to offer you what we believe is the
most cost effective means of diesel power
generation available for base load, peak
lopping or standby duties.

Manufactured in 6 and 8 cylinder units the
following powers are available at 415 volts:

50 Hz ES6 380kW 1000 rpm
50 Hz ES8 506 kW 1000 rpm
60 Hz ES6 342kW 900 rpm
60 Hz ES8 455 kW 900 rpm
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Awide range of installations are operational in Saudi Arabia
and the middle east

A factory trained service.engineer and stocksof spares are

located in Riyadh.

HAWKER SIDDELEY

MIRRLEES BLACKSTONE DIESELS
M1RRLEES BLACKSTONE (STOCKPORT) LIMITED HAZEL GROVE, STOCKPORT. SK7 5AH, ENGLAND.
Telephone: Q61 -483 1 000 Cables: MIRRLEES MANCHESTER Telex: 667314.
MIRRLEES BLACKSTONE (STAMFORD) LIMITED STAMFORD, LINCOLNSHIRE. PE9 RJH ENGLAND.

'

Telephone: 0780 4641 Telex: 32234.

Our resident sales engineer is available tor on the spot
information and advice c/o our Saudi Arabian agents:
AhmadHamad Algosaibi.& Brothers,

PO Box 74, Riyadh.

Telephone 4025352
Telex 201309 GORYAD SJ

with additional Offices in Al Khobar and Jeddah.
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Arab youth shot

ajabnews Middle East

W.Bank riots continue
TEL AVTV, Nov. 1 2 (AP)— Israeli troops

shot a Palestinian boy in the leg and an Israeli

soldier was injured by a demonstrator s rock
Thursday as anti- Israeli unrest in the
occupied West Bank went into its 10th day,

the military command said.

Soldiers moved into a schoolyard in the
town ofJenin after children stoned their veh-

icle and fired warning shots to stop a knife-

wielding boy from fleeing, the military said.

When he ignored the warning he was shot m
the leg and injured, a spokesman said.

Jenin, in the northern West Bank, is usu-

ally a quiet town untouched by the Palesti-

nian resistance to Israeli occupation rampant
in other parts of the occupied zone.

The military identified the wounded youth
as Muhammad Abdel Fataah, IS. An Israeli

bus was stoned by demonstrators on the

Bethlehem-Jerusalem road. Israel* radio

said.

In Arab East Jerusalem students demons-
trated outside the offices of the International

Red Cross and police arrested six of them,

saying they hoisted Palestinian flags and
incited Arab shopkeepers to go on strike.

Israel radio said.

The police spokesman was said to be in a
meeting and unavailable for comment.
The shooting in Jenin was the first incident

since June 1 3, when the military said a stone-

throwing youth was shot and killed outside a

refugee camp near Bethlehem.
The military command reported scattered

stoning incidents in a few other West Bank
towns. The latest disturbances arise from
Israel's new policy of civilizing its occupa-
tion in the West Bank and Gaza Strip in anti-

cipation of implementing autonomy there.

Palestinian nationalists are demanding full

statehood and regard autonomy as a tool for

perpetuating the Israeli occupation.

One of the leading opponents of auton-

.

omy. Nablus Mayor Bassam Shakaa, has

been refused permission to travel to Holland,

where be had been invited to lecture and
meet with Dutch political figures, the defense
ministry said.

Shakaa had bitterly criticized the Israeli

military government m the West Bank on
previous trips abroad. Shakaa lost a leg last

year when his car was time-bombed.

Mubarak, Israeli ministers

affirm stand on Camp David
CAIRO, Nov. 12 (AFP) — President

Hosni Mubarak Thursday held a first meeting
with the Israeli ministerial delegation to the

tripartite Palestinian autonomy talks that

opened here Wednesday.
After the meeting, Israeli Interior Minister

Yossef Burg, who beads the Israeli delega-

tion, vigorously reaffirmed his country s posi-

tion that the Camp David accords 11
constitute

the only solid base to reach peace in the Mid-

dle East.”

“That is also the opinion of President

Mubarak,” he said.

Mubarak, meanwhile, said there was no

•‘tactic” planned in Egypt' s political line and

its approach to the peace process would not

change after Israeli troops withdraw from the

Sinai next April. “The Camp David accords

remain an essential base for Egypt and

Israel," he said.

The eight-point Saudi Arabian peace plan

was not officially raised but observers said it

nevertheless weighedon the hour-long meet-

ing. Israel has rejected the Saudi Arabian

proposal as a
11 destruction plan for Israel.

”

Other Israeli officials at the meetingwere
Defense Minister Gen. Ariel Sharon, Fore-

ign Minister Yitzhak Shamir and Justice

Minister Moshe Nissim. They werejoined by
the U.S. ambassadors in Cairo Alfred Ather-

ton and in Tel Aviv Samuel Lewis, also tak-

ing part in the negotiations at Mena House.

Burg said the current talks in Cairo con-

cerned “principles” and “there could be

some progress.” Egypt and Israel, however,

are still far apart on the nature of Palestinian

autonomy planned for occapied territories.

The talks were to continue Thursday with a

plenary session primarily on the new auton-

omy council, its powers and its method of

election.

After the meeting Thursday morning,

Mubarak also said be would pay an official

visit to Israel some time next year.

3 Egyptian extremists said tortured to death
CAIRO. Nov. 12 (AFP)— Three religious

fundamentalists who were arrested in the

manhunt that followed the assassination of

Egyptian President Anwar Sadat last month
have died under torture, their relatives

alleged Thursday.

The relatives said the authorities refused to

confirm the deaths, which they claimed to

have learned from sources inside the

mediaevartJffadel Prison on the outskirts of

the capital where the three were held with

other suspects. But a senior official at the

Egyptian Interior Ministry Thursday dismis-

sed the •. allegations as “baseless.”

He also denied a separate allegation,

leveled this week by the Muslim brother-

hood, that an editor of the movement s

magazine had died on Monday in the Torra

Prison on the southern outskirts ofCairo.

Bangladesh

presidency

race heats up
Sattar, Kamal Hossain
are main contenders

DACCA, Nov. 12 (R) — Vast crowds

have been gathering in Dacca and other

parts of Bangladesh as campaigning ends

for Sunday's presidential electron.

Although there are 300 candidates, the

election is essentially a straight contest

between Acting President Abdus Sattarof

the ruling Bangladesh National Party

(BNP) and Kamal Hossain of the well-

organized Awami League.

But it is the legacies and memories of

two assassinated leaders of this country

which have dominated the election cam- •

paign. Sheikh Mjibur Rahman, Banglad-

esh's founding father, was shot and killed

in a military coup in 1 975 while President

Ziaur Rahman was killed in an array

mutiny in the port city of Chittagong last

May.
Portraits of the dead leaders hang

beside posters ofthe two main candidates.

Ziaui’s portraint appears alongside those

of Sattar, the 75-year-old acting president

who was Ziarn’s faithful lieutenant.

The pictures of Mujibur, known as

Banga Bandhu (friend of Bengal), are

alongside those of Awami League candi-

date Kamal Hossain.

Ziaur won a landslide victory after

formingthe BNP from a number ofparties
in the 1978 presidential election, but the

contest is expected to be much closer this

time. Sattar, who enjoys the confidence of

the army, a major force in Bangladesh, is

expected to win, but the Awami League

has been drawing huge crowds as the cam-

paign draws to its close. Campaigning

ends officially on Friday.

A majorelection issue is whether Bang-

ladesh should retain its current presiden-

tial style ofleadership or revert to a system
of a one-party state.

11
If . the Awami

League wins and tries to change the sys-

tenTback to the way things were with a

Justice Abdus Sattar

one-party state there could be trouble ” a
diplomat here commented.

Sattar is strongly defending the presi-
dential system which he says' has pulled
the country out of an economic quagmire.
Bangladesh, a country of rivers and
waterways, is one of the poorest and most
densely populated in the world. Heavily
reliant on foreign aid, it was once
described by Henry Kissinger, the former
United States Secretary of State. • as an
international basket case.

“Under Ziaur and this government the
so-called basket case nearly became self-

sufficient in food," Sattar said in a cam-
paign speech. But Hossain of the Awami
League has been drawing attention to a
recent decision of the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) to withhold $1 bil-

lion in loans to Bangladesh to force the
country to end deficit financing.

.
“We wanted a national debate on the

country’s so-called economic progress,
but it has not responded to this,” Hossain
said. Addressing a huge rally in Dacca, he
charged that the late President Ziaur
gained power through a coup and had
never sought out the killers of Sheikh-
Mujibur. Hossain said there were 18
attempted coups during Ziaur's rule and if

the Awami League won power, it would
ensure the military behaved with profes-

sional dignity and discipline.

Although the army chief of staff. Ll
Gen. H. M. Ershad, is on record assaying
the military will stay out of politics, some
diplomats here say they doubt whether the
army would remain a bystander if the

Awami League won the presidency and
reintroduced one-party rule.

Hussein inspects U.S. Army base
EL PASO. Texas, Nov. 12 (AP) — Jor-

dan's King Hussein was greeted with pomp
and tight security Wednesday as be arrived at

the Fort Bliss U.S. Army Air Defense Center

to watch the firing of a Hawk missile.

The welcoming ceremony for the

monarch was the only portion ofhis day-long

visit open to reporters. Lt. Col. Ed
McDonald, a Fort Bliss spokesman, said

Hussein's schedule listed lunch with aimy
officers and local officials, briefings and a

demonstration ofrapid deployment maneuv-

ers by the 1st Battalion of the 7th Air

Defense Artillery.

The schedule also called for a briefing on
the improved Hawk missile, known as the

I-Hawk, before Hussein traveled by helicop-

ter to nearby McGregor Range to watch an

I-Hawk shoot down a flying drone.

Jordan already is equipped with some
1-Hawks and the Reagan administratiori is

trying to persuade Hussein to purchase more
arms, including the missile, from the United
States ratherthan buy from the Soviet Union.

U.N. debates N-plant raid

Iraq urges arms ban on Israel
UNITED NATIONS. Nov. 12 (AFP) —

Iraq has asked the United Nations General

Assembly ro appeal for an arms embargo
against Israel as the assembly opened its

debate on the Israeli airraid on Iraq" s nuclear

research plant “Osiraq” last June 7,

Iraqi representative Wisam Zahami Wed-
nesday also asked the assembly to request the

U.N. Security Council to investigate rumors

that Israel had developed an atom bomb and

had received aid from other countries in its

nuclear activities.

Israeli representative Yehudah Blum pro-

tested that it was -incongruous'
1

for Iraq's

Ismat Kittani. the assembly president, to be

chairman during the debate. Blum called on

Kinani to turn the chair over to one of the

vice-presidents, but Kittani refused.

Zahami complained that the Security

Council failed to take action after the air raid

because of a likely U.S. veto. Iraq was one of

the first countries to sign the nuclear weapons

non-proliferation treaty.

The Iraqi resolution, backed by 29 coun-

tries. is stronger than the text adopted unani-

mously by the Security Council. After the

raid that motion was negotiated by Iraqi

Foreign Minister Saddoun Hammadi and

U.S. envoy here Jeane Kirkpatrick. It omit-

ted any talk of sanctions against Israel in

return for America's vote condemning the

Israeli raid.

U.N. panel condemns Israel

overconditions in Arab lands
UNITED NATIONS, Nov. 12 (AP) —

The General Assembly's EconomicCommit-
tee has approved a resolution that would
denounce Israel for refusing to allow a U.N.
“Group of Experts” to examine living condi-

tions in occupied Arab territories. ’IT\c .vote

Wednesday was 98- 2, with 26 abstentions.

Israel and the United States voted against the

resolution, which now goes to 157-naiion

assembly for action.

The resolution also “condemns Israel for

the deteriorating living conditions of the

Palestinian people in the occupied Palesti-

nian territories” and affirms that the end to

Israeli occupation of the West Bank of the

Jordan River and the Gaza Strip “is a pre-

requisite for the social and economic
development of the Palestinian people in the

occupied Palestinian territories."

The U.N. secretary-general would be

requested to cooperate with the Palestine

Liberation Organization in preparing a

report to next session of the assembly on the

deteriorating situation.

Israeli representative Reuven Hillel said

Israel had no objection to allowing the U.N.

group to visit the occupied territories but

objected to the proposed involvement of the

PLO in the preparation of a report.

The resolution is sponsored by Afghanis-

tan, Bahrain, Cape Verde, Cyprus. Czechos-

lovakia. Djibouti, East Germany. Hungary.

Indonesia, Kuwait. Laos. Malaysia, Mali,

Nicaragua, Oman. Pakistan. Qatar, Syria,

Tunisia. Ukraine. United Arab Emirates.

Yemen and Yugoslavia.

Libya vows not to intervene in Chad
BEIRUT. Nov. 1 2 1 Agenceis) — Libya has

announced that its forces .had pulled out of

two localities in eastern Chad and would no

longer defend the area despite heavy fighting

there. It was libya's first official statement

about the withdrawal of its forces there.

A government spokesman quoted by the

official Libyan News Agency Jana Wednes-

day night said Libyan troops had“compIeted

their mission” and would in future take no

sides in conflicts between Chadian groups.

The spokesman for the Libyan People's

Office for foreign liaison said there was heavy

fighting in eastern Chad between govern-

ment troops and combined forces of Sudan

and rebel former Chadian defense Minister

Hissene Habre.

The statement said Libyan troops had been

completely withdrawn from the villages of

Iriba and Guered. “ Accordingly. Libya is no

longer responsible for the defense of these

areas which Libyan troops had previously

recovered from Hissene Habre forces.” it

said.

In Ndjamena. reliable sources said that the

rebel Armed Forces of the North (FAN)
Thursday seized the town of Adre in eastern

Chad.
Violent clashes broke out Wednesday bet-

ween FAN troops, led by Hyhrc. and loyalist

forces of the Democratic Revolutionary

Council (CDR). which is headed by Chad
Fpreign Minister Ahmat Acyl.
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Arms export under study

Japan to reject plea

for placing missiles
TOKYO. Nov. 12 (Agencies) — The

Japanese government said Thursday iz would
refuse any request to deploy Cruise missiles

or other nuclear weapons on its territory, and
rejected allegations that Japan is getting a

free security ride on the United States.

Despite its great wealth as the world"s sec-

ond largest economy. Japan spends less rhat

One percent of its gross national product on
defense. ButJapanese Prime Minister Zenko
Suzuki told a meeting of his ruling party he
found it hardjo comprehend growing U.S.
congressional demands for greater Japanese
defense spending.

Earlier, be had said Japan was making a

large contribution to the peace and security

of the Far East within the framework of the

1960 vlutual Security Treaty, under which
the Americans are committed to defend
Japan against attack.

Meanwhile, chief cabinet secretary Kiichi

Miyazawa. the official government spokes-
man, told a parliamentary meeting that Japan
would not comply with any request for

deployment of Cruise missiles or other thea-
ter nuclear weapons.

Press reports here quoted Eugene Rostow,
director of the U.S. Arms Control and Dis-

armament Agency, as telling journalists in

Washington earlier this week that the Reagan
administration was considering the move.
At the same time, government officials said

Thursday that Japan is studying whether to

ease restrictions on the export of anas and

military-related technology to the United

States as an "exception" to a ban on foreign

weapons sales.

Officials said the Foreign Ministry. the

vfinistry of International Trade and Industry,

and the Defense Agency are considering the

change in order to meet expressed U.S. inter-

est In acquiring Japanese technological

know-how in certain defense-related fields.

In 1967 Japan adopted “three guiding

principles in exporting arms," banning arms
exports to countries in the communist block,

nations excluded from arms sales by U.N.
resolutions and countries involved in interna-

tional conflicts.

Some Japanese press reports this week said

the government has drawn up a basic policy

which would allow Japan to export arms and
transfer military technology to the United

States. Others said Japan is considering mak-
ing the United Slates an “exception" to the

rule. Foreign vlinistry officials said no defi-

nite decision has been made but a change in

policy was being discussed by government
agencies.
The discussion started in July after defense

Agency chief Joji Omura told cabinet mem-
bers on his return from the United States that

America was interested in acquiring Japan-

ese defense technology.
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WELCOME TOTHE U.S.A. OR CANADA
1 1 Are you tired of your Present Job?
2) Are you Looking for a Better Position?

3) Are you interested in Getting Better Training?

4) Are you Planning to Study in Canada or the U.S.A.?

5) Are you Looking for Business Opportunities?

6) Do not waste your time. Write for Details:

WORLD WIDE CANADIAN MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS INC.

295 BOON AVENUE. TORONTO, CANADA M6E 4A7 ,

BRITISH PASSPORT NO. B028272 HAVING EXIT/RE-ENTRY
VISA BELONGING TO MR. SAMUEL BENSON BEATTIE

HAS BEEN LOST IN THE DAMMAM AREA.
FINDER MAY PLEASE CONTACT OUR PUBLIC RELATIONS

DEPARTMENT ON PHONE NO. 8349543 OR 8349626,
TELEX: 602082 MABCO SJ OR THE BRITISH EMBASSY

IN JEDDAH.

WANTED
1. Civil Engineer preferably with experience in either hospital

or hotel maintenance.
2. Two Senior Executive Secretaries with:

a) Proficiency in English Language
b) 60 w.p.m. typing speed
c) 120 w.p.m. shorthand speed.

Transferable Work/Residence Visas a must. Please Contact:

ADMINISTRATION MANAGER,

TEL: 6823759 - JEDDAH.

FRIDAY'S
A FAMILYDAY
at Hotel AlhamriaNova-Park's

NEWBRUNCH
BUFFET, ifr

Make Fridays a family occasion. Come along to our

new Brunch Buffet. 10 am — 3 pm every Friday. Enjoy

a leisurely brunch meal chosen from our wide selection

of hot and cx>id dishes. And while you're ^
relaxing we'fi entertain the youngsters with S
movies, games, supervised swimming sessions and if/
fun meals from our special children's menu. 1

Each week we'll also hold an exciting competition

with prizes of free family dinners at Chalet Swiss j

to be won.
1

We can't think of a more enjoyable way of

entertaining zhe whole family.

All inclusive price of SR SO per person - children

under 12 half price.

SO COME AND J0IN US THIS WEEKEND.

To make your table reservation, ring 6604145

Hotel Alhamra
Nova-Parl<^

^^^^y|
*

Palestine Road.
P.O.Box 7376, Jaddah,

Saudi Arabia

Tel: 6602000
Telex: 400748 NOVASJ,

aiabnews International

Bacteria blood treatment

shrinks cancer,
says study

FRIDAY. NOVEMBER !.\ mi

BOSTON. Nov. 12 (API — Large can-

cerous tumors can be shrunk dramatically,

by washing small amounts of the patient's

blood with protein from a common bac-

teria. according to a new study.

The work may represent a unique

approach to treating cancer, but doctors

caution that it is experimental and needs far

more study. The bacteria from which the

protein is taken has been linked to a variety

of ailments, including toxic shock syn-

drome.
Researchers have used the new treatment

so far on five victims of breast ca ncer. and in

fourofthem, the therapy reduced the size of

their tumors between 33 percent and 80

percent.

Although the doctors are not sure exactly

how the treatment works, they think h

somehow activates a natural cancer defense

system that exists in the blood of victims of

the disease. The study was directed by Dr.

David S. Tennan at Baylor College of

Medicine in Houston. It was published in

Thursday's issue of the New EnglandJour -

nal of Medicine.

The special ingredient in this treatment is

protein A. a substance found in the cell

walls of the bacteria staphylococcus aureus.

When it infects the body, thiscommon germ
can cause a variety of ills, among them
endocarJilis. an inflammation of the heart

lining, and osteomyelitis, an inflammation

of tta: bones. It also has been associated

with toxic shock syndrome, a mysterious

and sometimes fatal ailment linked to tam-
pon use.

AH of the patients treated so far had large

tumors in their chest walls resulting from
breast cancer, and ail but one had' had a

mastectomy. Their cancer had relapsed

after they had undergone standard kinds of
therapy.

In a single treatment, the doctors filter

and replace as little as a fraction ofan ounce
of blood or as much as seven ounces. The
docrors believe that patients with cancer

have antibodies in their blood that fight

cancer, but for some reason, these natural

disease killers fail to work.

In zheir study, the doctors said their

treatment" may involve activation of a
natural anti-tumor defense system present

in the plasma of patients with advanced
breast adenocarcinoma."

Top spot in pop charts

goes to non-film theme

Beauty contestants fall ill in London
LONDON. Nov. 12 (AP) — Some of the

67 beauty queens in the Miss World pageants
have fallen ill. complaining of sickness and
severe headaches, organizers reported Wed-
nesday, on the eve of the contest.

Miss Germany. 17-year-old Barbara
Raimund, was forced to leave rehearsals

early Tuesday suffering from what the

organizers described as “just a cold."

Bui Wednesday. Miss Raimund and
another of the girls. 17-year-old Beatrix

Cops, spent the morning recuperating in bed

while the other contestants visited the hair-

dresser.
“ Many are feeling sick." Miss Cops was

quoted as saying by Press Association, Bri-

tain's domestic news agency. “We just hope

we can eet throuch" the contest.

BRIEFS

NEW YORK. Nov. 12 (AP)— Daryl Han

and John Oates and their "Private Eyes"

took over the No. 1 spot Wednesday among

best selling single pop records in the United

States. It was the first time in months that a

theme from a morion picture has not hAI the

top spot in the pop record charts.

•* Arthurs Theme (Best That You Can

Do)" by Christopher Cross slipped to second

place in the Cart Box magazine chan after

four weeks at the top. “ Endless Love" by

Diana Ross and Lionel Richie held on for a

second week at third.

Soaring into the top ten pop list, up from

1 2th to 6th. was Olivia Newtnn-John's

•*Phvsical ” The week'sonly other newcomer

was “When She Was My Girl" by the Four

Tops, up from 1 1th to 10th.

In the country and Western singles field,

Barbara Mandrcll*
s“Wish You Were Here"

took over ihe No. J spot in the Cask Box
magazine chart.

The ten top pop singles, as rated by Cask

Bax, with last week's positions in brackets:

1. (2) Private Eyes — Daryl Hall and John

Oates. _
2. (1) Anhui's Theme (Best That You Can

Do) — Christopher Cross.

3. (3) Endless Love — Diana Ross and Lionel

Richie.

4. (5) Stan Me Up — Rolling Stones.

5 . (4) For Your Eyes Only-Shena Eas-

ton.

6. (12) Physical — Olivia Newton-John.

7. (8) The Night OwLs — Utile River Band.

S. (9) Tryin* to Live My Ufe Without You —
Bob Segcr.

9. (10) Tvc Done Everything Fbr You —
Rick Springfield.

10. (1(1) When She Was My Girl Four Tops.:

The ten top country - Western singles, as rated

hy Cart Box, with last week’s pnsftkms in

brackets:

1.

(2) Wish You Were Here — Barbara Man-
drel!.

2. (4) My Baby Dunk' He's a Train —
Rosunnc Cash,

3. (3) Slccpin' With the Radio On — Charb
McClain.

4. (b) All My Rowdy Friends — Hank Wil-

liams Jr.

5. ( 1} Fancy Free — Oak Ridge Boys.

6. (7) Share Your Line With Me «- Kenny
Rogers.

7. (9) Mks Emily's Picture — John Conlee,

8.

(1 1) My Favorite Memory — Merle Hag,

gard.
’

:

. 9. (10) One- Night Fever — Mel Tilli& ;

10. ( 1 $) If I NceileJ You — Emmylou Hairfc
and Don Williams.

This week's top 10 as fisted hy Mdodj
Maker with last week's platings in brackets:

1. (3) Every little Thing She Docs h Magic
— Police. --

2. (7) Labeled With Love — Squee/e.

3. (13) Joan ofAre — Orchestral Maneuvers
in the Dark.

;

4. (1) Happy Birthday — Altered image*.

;

5.

(8) When She Was My Girl — Four Tops.'

b. (2) It's My Party — Dave Stewart and
Barbara Gaskins.

7. (6) Good Year for the Roses— Elvis Cos-

tello. •

8.

(15)— Tonight rm Yburs— Rod Stewart

9. (22) Favorite Ships — Haircut One Hun-
dreds.

10. (20) Physical — Olivia Newton John.

BRUSSELS. (R) — NATO Secretaiy-

General Joseph Luns will visit Washington

next week for two-day talks with senior

Reagan administration officials, a spokesman

for the alliance said Thursday. During the

talks starting vlonday. Luns will consult U.S.

Secretatry of State Alexander Haig in prep-

aration for NATO ministerial meetings in

Brussels in December, the spokesman said.

LOS ANGELES, (R) — Film star Rock

Hudson, who underwent an open heart

bypass operation nine days ago. left the hos-

pital here Wednesday. a. hospital spokesman

said. He described the condition of the 55-

year-old actor as excellent and said he

expected Hudson would spend about eight

weeks convalescing at his home here before

returning to the studio.

PARIS, (AFP) — Indian Prime vlinister

Indira Gandhi arrived here-' Thursday from

Rome on a three-day visit and was greeted at

the airport by French Interior vlinister Gas-

ton Deferre. Paris is the third and final stage

of Mis. GandhTs European tour, after Rome
and Sofia.

MADRID, (AFP) — Hie Spanish Com-
munist Party (PCE) Thursday expelled six

members from its. central committee for their
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public r Tport of Basque Communisr Party

plans to quit the PCE and link up with the

pro-separatist Basque party E1A. EIA is the
1

main faction in the Basque coalition Eus-

kadiko Eskerr. close to the political-military

wing of the separatist movement E TA.

COPENHAGEN (AFP) — Half of the

lilO.OiHl foreigners living in Denmark will

vote for the first time in municipal electionon
Nov. 1 7. Denmark is the only member of the

European Economic Community (EEC) to

allow foreigners to contest and vote in elec-

tions. although France' s ruling Socialist Party

has promised to extend the right to vote in

municipal elections to immigrants.
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By Joel Oppenheimer

NEW YORK, Nov. 12 (LT) — Has the
heart gone out of baseball? Sure. It"s gone— despite rising gates, more playoffs and
lots oftelevision money. If s gonewhen fans
attack umpires on the field, throw missiles
at ballplayers, act like spoiled children
when their team loses. It’s gone when the
players go on strike and nobody notices.

Tm not worried about polls which show
football to be the “ national pastime" —
polls are always suspect, and this one is no
different. The fans, as mentioned, are still

going out to the ball park. And if they're not
watching the game on television as much as
they might, well, it was never a game that
television understood anyhow. But I am
worried about the rising compulsion to root
only for a winner.

Oh sure, I know all the tired bromides
about Mets fans and losing, about Boston
fans and losing. They tell a story about the
Red Sox being sold to a Filipino millionaire,
who' s going to move the club and rename it

the Manila Folders, and we all laugh. But
Mets fans. Red Sox fans, those are the old
order. The new breed is up at Yankee
Stadium, in Philly and Pittsburgh, places
like that. If they don't got a winner, they
don’t go.

Im all for winning. If s fun. It feels good.
But nobody can win all the time. There are
26 teams playing ball in the Major Leagues.
Only four of them can take their divisions,
only two can take pennants, and only one
can win the World Series. So what is evety-
body else supposed to do? People like Yan-
kees owner George Steinbrenner seem to
think that the American way demands
hara-kiri, or at least a lot of yelling and
screaming. Of course, I don't want to root
for a bunch of patsies who lie down and die

Baseball versus the vanishing charm
The blame lies with TV,

win -at -any -cost crowd

George Steinbrenner

In the first inning, game after game. But h
sure isn't going to hurt my immoral soul to

root for a team that tries and still loses.

I might even get to see a few good ball

games, might even leant ro cheer when
somebody on the otter side makes a real

good play, might even come home from a
ball game feeling good and loose and
relaxed. It is, after all, only a game. We play
games, and, by extension, watch them,
because they take us out of the real world,
not because they plunge us deeper in.

But George wants to win all the time. He

doesn't understand that that’s just another

way of losing, because in the end nobody
can care. He wants extended playoffs where

everybody gets a chance to think they'll win.

What he'll do is kin the real season, just as

basketball and hockey have done; nobody

cares who's playing until the ‘"second sea-

son" begins. But the beauty of baseball has

always been the long chase, the fact that the

champion usually ends up winning maybe
six our of 10 games and the last place club

wins four out of 10.

There’s a direct correlation between a

Steinbrenner throwing Sts and a fan react-

ing violently. Didn't the boss tell him it was
aD right to act that way? Didn't the boss tell

him he was “entitled" to a winner?

I don't really want to root for a sport

where it's not how you play the game, but

whether you win or lose. The reason I

started watching baseball in the first place is

because it is a good game to watch. No other

game calls for the variety of talents, or
allows for the difference of physical types,

or gives the possibility of so many kinds of

spectacular efforts.

If we win, when out guys are doing it,

tenifici, if we lose, and it was a good ball

game, that' s terrific too. But television can'

t

handle that kind of approach. Frist of all,

TV is two-dimensional, and baseball, more
than any other game, needs the third

dimension. You have to be there to see the
slight adjustments being made all through
the game. You have to catch Dave Winfield

out of the corner of your eye, picking the

ball up in left field,while the rest ofyour eye
is watching Ron Cey heading for second,
and you have to compute the trajectory of
the ball to see whether ft will intercept the
runner in time.

Meanwhile, the powers that be in

baseball keep catering to TV. Games in late

October are scheduled in the evening, when
even 12-year-old know it's too cold'to play
decently. And the season keeps stretching

and being artificially stimulated.
The game is in a tough spot. The audience

is dying and so is the potential player pool.
It’ s not the ‘ 30s any more. There is football,

basketball, hockey, soccer, indoor soccer,
tennis, golf— you name it. So the audience
is divided, and so are the kids coming up.

Ask any 40-year-old ballplayer what be did

as a kid and he'll tel you he played baseball

12 hours a day eveiy day all spring and
summer. But ask your kid'— even the ath-

letes— and they play a little of this, a little

of that, and a little of the other.
The game is in a tough spot, too, because

ft has tied itself to the big television money,
and not to live gates. But live gates are aD
that will keep any game attractive. Either

ifs fun to go to the ball park. or. in the end.

Ron Cey

there's nothing. Because the only commit-
ment television has is lo put on something in

between the commercials, and it doesn't

much matter what.
The least of the problems the game faces

is, in my opinion, the pan that's gotten the
most negative reaction: Player salaries.

Why shouJdn't the players make the money
they do? they're highly skilled, they're a
tiny proportion of the population doing
something the rest of the population wishes
it could do, and they have relatively shon
careers.

In the New York we've got a sportscastcr
who makes 500 grand a year just forcom-
plaining about what the ballplayers make,
and no one says a word about him! I won't
even mention the semi-skilled showbiz
“personalities'' who make far more for
entertaining us far less.

But the owners have had the shortsigh-
tedness to use the salaries as a weapon
against themselves. Every time an August
Busch or a Calvin Griffith complains about
players being overpaid he hurts his own
cause. The one good thing one can sav
about Steinbrenner isthat he

1

swilling to go
for the big bucks and hasthe grace todo it in

style.

Baseball is a lovely, neatly balanced,

well-designed game. Ifs had some tinkering

lately — again, for television and for the

win-at-any-cost crowd — which threatens

that balance, that design, but ifs still surviv-

ing. T m afraid it can't survive for long, how-
ever. It’s being degraded by the owners, by
the fans, by the media and by the players. I

haven't mentioned them, really, but they
share the blame too. Guys who forget it's

just a game that they happen to play exceed-
ingly well don't help. If they think they're

beautiful people without the game, they

soon won't have a game to play.

Of course there'll still be baseball. But it

will be kids playing in fields on Long Island— without a need for little leagues and
screaming parents— or in the shadowofthe
East River Bridges, or it will be town teams
playing every Sunday because they like the
game, and fans coming for the same reason.

It’ll still be baseball, and HI still be watch-
ing. And rm not so sure Til miss the man-
iacs at Yankee Stadium. They'll be watch-
ing roHerball or some such thing, and prob-
ably firing bazookas when they lose.

Chinese strengthen

qualifying chances
By Peter Rodrigues

KUaTa" lUMPUR. Nov. 12 — Saudi
Arabia, bidding to find a berth in the World
^Cup Soccer finals in Spain next year, began
;-with a bang, but ended in a whimper on
^Thursday.

. At the Merdeka Stadium, the Kingdom,
‘{faying their second game in the Asia-

Deeania Zone qualifying match smashed in

$wo goals within two minutes early in the first

half, but then conceded four in the second
session to lose their second match in the

group.

China, seeking to qualify for the finals for

the first time, now heads the group with five

points from four matches, followed by
Kuwait ygholiave four points from three out-

ings. THtf-Kingdom which has yet to open
their account occupy the cellar.

.
Saudi Arabia, giving a much improved dis-

play than their first outing against- Kuwait
when they went down 0-1, dominated' the

first session with their precise passing. They
used the lofted:mode of attack to Telling

effect and within the first quarter of the hour
spurtedtoa 2-0 lead through goals by Ahmed
AI-Nifawi and Majced Abdullah.

The Kingdom’s inside forward Osman
Marzouq attempted a stiff shot at the Chinese
goal that forced the Chinese goalkeeper to

dive full length to effect a save at the expense

.of a flag-kick that saw Saleh Khalifa neatly

float ft into the goalmouth for Ahmed Nifawi

to dart in and score. That came in the 10th

minute.

Hardly bad the cheers from the jam-

packed stadium died down when liveware

forward Majeed Abdullah put them further

ahead after accepting a return pass from
Yusuf Khamis at midfield before spurting

ahead to find the target.

But in strange contrast, the switch of ends

saw the Kingdom players in poor light. Yusuf

Khamis, who in the first session splendidly

controlled play at midfield, failed to get

going. Besides their passes were often badly

directed and their moves lacked the vital

goal-scoring sting.

The Chinese, on the other hand,who were

rarely, in the picture in the first session, sud-

denly cornered the limelight. Theywere here
•there and eveiywbere and with their players

excelling in individual skills, tore the King-

dom defense to shreds beforeptiotcMng in-,

four goals in a 30-minute attacking frenzy.

They opened their account in the 18th

minute through Zuo Shusheng, who banged

the ball home after a throw-in had been back

passed to him in the 61st minute. Immedi-

ately, Chen Jingan restored parity heading

the ballhome followingacrossfrom the right.

Gu Guanmeng (77th) and Chi Shangbin

(89th) rounded off the tally.

The return match is scheduled at the same

stadium on Nov. 19.

In World Cup qualifier

Romania drops vitalpoint
BERNE, Nov. 12 (R) — Romania moved

into second- place behind Hungary in Euro-

pean Group-Four of the World Cup quality-

ing competition Wednesday night by drawing

0-0 with Switzerland in a game that gave the

16,000 crowd little to cheer about
The goalless draw lifts Romania's points

total to eight one ahead of England. The

final group game next Wednesday between

England and Hungary will decide who
accompanies the Hungarians into next year’s

finals in Spain.
' Both sides had several promising chances

but failed to convert them into goals. In the

end, a new-Jook Romanian side relaying on

young players took more honors than a Swiss

side lacking punch and bedevilled by poor

finishing.

Swiss newcomer Lucien Favre re tested

Moraru in the Romanian goal after only five

minutes, but at the other end bis teammate

Andre Egti nearly put the visitors one ahead

with a wild attempted Egli nearly put the

isitors one ahead with a wild attempted

clearance that shaved the Swiss upright.

Swiss goalkeeper Eric Buigener was tested

by a low drive from Romania's tireless mid-

fielder Augustin and he later did well to

swoop on a low cross by Standescu as the

Romanians found their rhythm.

Bulgaria’s hopes fade.

In Sofia, Austria buried any lingering

hopes Bulgaria harbored of*, pipping them

for a place in the finals' by bolding them to a

goafless draw.

To deny the Austrians a place in the finals,

the Bulgarians face the hopeless task of scor-

ing at least five goals in their final match

against European Group One leaders West

Germany in Duesseldorf later this month.

The hopelessness of this target is under-

lined by the West Germans’ unblemished

record in their q ualifying program. They have

conceded only three goals in winning all their

six matches.

Austria, who have completed their qualify-

ing fixtures, are two points clear of the Bul-

garians.
'

Mexico keeps hopes alive
TEGUCIGALPA, Honduras, Nov. 12,

R)— Mexico and Haiti drew 1-1 here Wed-

esday night in a World Soccer Cup qualify-

ig match that leaves wide open the CON-

:ACAF regional group featuring teams from

[Orth and Central America and the Carib-

ean. > .

Haiti scored in the 47_th mmutewhen Mex-

ian goalkeeper Cortes weakly punched away

corner and Cadet shot home through a for-

st of leg?.

The lead was held until only three minutes

tom rime when Mexico's Hugo Sanchez

eaded home a crossbyLopez Zarza that had

-*en parried by the Haitian keeper.

That late goal saved Mexico from a

humiliating second successive defeat in the

six-team competition and kept alive their

chances of going to the finals in Spain next

year.

Earlier, Cuba and El Salvador fought out a

dun goalless draw.

Cuba are now virtually out of the running

with one point from three games while El

Salvador have three points from the same

number of matches.

The Cubans, with little to lose, began the

match in a relaxed, attacking fashion with

winger Roldan shooting just wide from inside

the penalty area in the opening minutes.

Crystal Palace shocks Sunderland
LONDON, Nov. 12 (AP) — Managerless

Crystal Palace upset Frist Division Sunder-

land 1-0 Wednesday night to move into the

last 16 of the English League Cup Soccer

competition. Centerback Jim Cannon
shocked Sunderland with a 60th minute goal

at Rofcer Park.

The second Division team were playing

under caretaker manager Steve Kember,

after Dario Gradi was sacked earlier in the

week.

Fourth- Division Wigan crushed Second

Division Chelsea 4-2 in another third round

upset. Striker Mark Wignall netted twice.

Tottenham rode goals from Glenn Hoddle

and Chris Hughton to down Wrexham 2-0 at

While Hartlane. The Welsh Club had full

back Joey Jones sent off in the 80th minute.

Justin Kashanu’s 23rd minute goal gave

Nottingham Forest a 1-0 win at Blackburn,

while Bobby McDonald and Dennis Tueart

(2) were on target for Manchester City, 3-1

victors over Northampton.

Eamonn O’ Keeffe gave Everton a 1-0 vic-

tory over Third Division Oxford to atone for

his sending-off against Liverpool at the

weekend, while Aston Villa defended grimly

to draw 0-0 away to Second Diviaon Leicester'

and force a replay.

Standings Results
European Groop One

P W D L F A Its
W. Germany 6 6 0 0 21 3 12
Austria 8 5 1 2 16 6 11
Bulgaria 7 4 1 2 11 6 9
Albania 7 1 0 6 4 14 2
Finland 8 1 0 7 4 27 0

Austria

Hungary 7 4 2 1 13 7 10
Romania 8 2 4 2 3 5 8

7 3 1 3 12 8 7
8 2 3 3 9 12 7

Norway 8 2 2 4 8 15 6
European Group Seven

Poland 3 3 0 0 6 2 6

E. Germany 4 2 0 2 9 6 4
Malta 3 0 0 3 2 9 0

Asb-OoMBia Group
China 4 2 1 1 7 3 5

Kuwait 3 2 0 1 3 4 4
New Zealand 3 1112 2 3

Saudi Arabia 2 0 0 2 2 5 0

European Groop Ooe

0 Bulgaria 0

European Croup Few
Romania 0 Switzerland 0

European Group Seven

Gan Germany 5 Malta 1

Asfe-Ocamb Groop

Chinn 4 Saudi Arabia 2

Blackburn 0 Nottingham Forest 1

Everton 1 .Oxford 0
Leicester 0 Aston Villa 0
Manchester City 3 Northampton 1

Sunderland 0 Crystal Palace 1

Tottenham 2 Wrexham 0
Wigan 4 Chelsea 2

Division Four

Blackpool 2 Port Vale 3

Scottish Premier Division

Dundee United 2 Rangers 0
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EX-CHAMP: Former world racing champion, Niki Lauda, sipping mineral waferafter a

hard day’s workout on the track.

Lauda signs for McLaren
LONDON, Nov. 12 (Agencies) — Niki

Lauda, the former world champion who gave

up Formula One Grand Prix Motor Racing

two years ago to run his own airline, said

Thursday he was returning to the sport.

The 32-year-old Austrian said he had

signed to drive next season for the British-

based McLaren team, in partnership with

John Watson of Northern Ireland.

Lauda, who won the World Championship
in 1975 and 1977, did not say what fee he

would receive, but it is rumored to be more
than one million sterling (SI.8 million).

Lauda had a horrific crash in the German
Grand Prix in 1976, when he was badly

burned and almost lost his life. But he missed

only three races before returning to competi-

tion and he finished second in that year’s

championship. Two years ago he walked out

Graham wins,but

Floyd keeps lead
HONG KONG, Nov. 12 (AP) —

Australian David Graham won the second
leg of the Benson and Hedges International

Golf series in Hong Kong Thursday, beating
Raymond Floyd of the United States by two
strokes.

Graham, this yeafs U^.-Open champion,
had six birdies against three bogeys to cover
the 6,787-fbot, composite course at the

Royal Hong Kong Golf Club in three-under
68. The Australian globe trotter had a dream
start with birdies on the first four holes and
had athree-stroke lead over Floyd at the turn

with a four-under 31. But bogeys in two of
the last three holes cost Graham the overall

lead as the match continues in Indonesia on
Saturday.

Floyd won the first leg of the series in

Nagoya, Japan, on Tuesday by three strokes

and stDI leads fay a stroke over Graham with

140 after 36 holes.

In Gotemba, Japan little known Japanese

golfer Isao Isozaki shot a new six under par

course record of66 totake a one-stroke lead

in the first round of the $300,000 Taifaeiyo

Masters tournament

Danny Edwards of the United States, who
has not won a major tournament this year,

was lying second on 67, one stroke off the

pace, followed by Isao Aoki of Japan and

Jerry Pate of the U.S. at 68, four under par.

• of motor racing, saying that he did not wish to

spend the rest of his life going round in cir-

cles.

McLaren expects to race a car powered by

a Porsche 1500 c.c; turbo-charged power

plant in' 1 983. The first engine is expected to

be ready late next year, but ft will not be used

in competition until the foDowng season.

UAE driver leads

Meanwhile, Muhammad Harrish of the

United Arab Emirates surged into the lead

Wednesday in the second Himalayan Rally as

only 38 of the original 59 cars completed a

tough run through snow-covered foothills to

Mussoorie.
Kenyan Raroesh Khoda, a veteran of rwo

African Safaris who was leading in the rally

until Wednesday morning in his Datsun, fell

behind Hanish, who is driving a Fiat

Russian, Cuban
boxers start well
MONTREAL, Nov. 1 2 (R) — The Soviet

Union and Cuba both recorded two victories

Wednesday night in the opening program of

the World Cup Amateur BoxingTournament
at the Maurice Richard Arena.

Heavyweight Alexander Iagubkin and

light-welterweight Vastly Shyshev combined

to pick up two points for the Soviet Union,

while bantamweight Luis Delez and light-

middleweight Armando Martinez of Cuba

and fight-heavyweight Johnny Williams of

Chicago combined to notch three points for

the North American team which indudes

Cuba and the United States.

Boxers from Ghana, Bulgaria, Colombia,

the Philippines and Ecuador were also vrc-

torious.

Iagubkin scored a close three-round deci-

sion over Willie DewittofCanada after floor-

ing Dewitt in theopeninground. Shyshev, the

European light-welterweight champion,

scored a points decision over Crisanto

Espana of Venezuela.

Delezwas awarded a first-round knockout

over Yam Konadu of Ghana when the

referee ruled that Konadu had butted Delez.

Martinez, a gold medallist at last year’ s Mos-

cow Olympics, scored an easy points decision

over Perry Rackley of Australia.

Williams also had little difficulty to out-

pointing another Australian, Benkamin Pike.

Nixon’s last-minuteeffort
helpsLakerspipRockets
NEW YORK, Nov. 12. (AP) — The Los

Angeles Lakers had lost three straight games
—.and figured that three was enough.
“ We all sat around and talked before the

game, ” said Earvin Johnson, referring to a

locker room discussion before Wednesday
night’s National Basketball Association con-

test with the Houston Rockets. “ We all

made a commitment about the things we had
to do. Number one, had to* play good
defease...

”

They did just that, and got some clutch

shooting from North Nixon aswell to beatthe

Rockets 95-93. The victory continued an

unusual streak in the Laker-Rocket rivalry.

Neitherteam haswonon itshomecourtin the

last eight games.

In other NBA action, it was Philadelphia

117, Chicago 90; Milwaukee 100, New
Jersey 88; Seattle 107, Dallas 79, and Boston

115, Kansas City 100.

Nixon's last-minute heroics for Los
Angeles erased an outstanding performance

by Houston’s Moses Malone, who scored 37
points and granned 22 rebounds.

Abdul-Jabbar, who led the Lakers with 21

points, sank two free: throws and a basket to

narrow Houston's lead to 93-91 and Mike
Cooper hit two more free shots with 44 sec-

onds to play to tie the game and set the stage

for Nixon.

76ers 117, Bulls 90 : Julius Erving scored

21 points and Darryl Dawkins added 18 to

lead Philadelphia past Chicago, the 76ers’

sixth victory- in seven games.

The Sixere never trailed in the onesided

game and opened their biggest lead, 28

poims, with 7:01 to go in the game on a

basket by reserve Ollie Johnson fora 101-73
advantage.

Orlando Woolridge had 1 5.points to lead

the Bulls, while reggie The as added 13 and
Artis Gilmore had 11.
" .Chicago' s a better team than was indi-

cated tonight." said Erving.

Bucks 100, Nets 88 : Bob Planierscored 20
points and junior Bridgeman contributed 16
to life Milwaukee over New Jersey. The
Bucks broke into a 61-50 lead after a 45-45
halftime tie with help from MickeyJohnson's
five points. The 11-point margin was the

Buck's largest of the game.

Mike O' Koran ignited a 10-2 fourth-

quarter Nets rally that fell short 81-80 when
Darwin Cook missed one oftwo free throws.
The Nets ran into serious foul trouble late in

thecontest. Milwaukee's final 15 pointscame
entirely on free throws except for one
Bridgeman field goal.

Celtics 115, Kings 100 : Larry Bird scored

30 pointsand Robert Parish added 26 to pace
Boston over Kansas City, the Celtics’ fifth

straight victory.

Kansas City led 86-85 with 10 minutes
remaining in the game, but with Bird. Kevin
McHale, Rick Robey, Gerald Henderson and
Nate Archibald on the court for Boston, the

Celtics played aggressively on defense and
ran off 12 straight points in three minutes.

Boston outscored the Kings 28-12 and
held a 105-92 lead with 4:53 left to play. Cliff

Robinson led Kansas City with 26 points and
Reggie King added 21 for the Kings.

In Federation Cup semis

Aussies to meet Britain
TOKYO, Nov. 12 (AP) — For the third

time Great Britain and Australia wil] meet in

the semifinals of the Federation Cup Tennis
Tournament as a result of Thursday’s action.

Australia won two straight singles and the

doubles over the Netherlands, and Great
Britain secured its slot for Saturday’s semis

by defeating the Soviet Union 2-1 Thursday.

Playing on the clay surface of the

Tamagawa Park Tennis court in a quiet resi-

dential area, Russia’s 17-year-old Julia Sal-

nikova knocked out veteran British player

Virginia Wade 6-4, 7-6 in the first singles

match.
After the game, one-time Wimbledon

champion Wade said, "she (Salnikova)

played very well, but I was so-so. I never
gained full control of the baD.” The Soviet

Union's fifth-ranked Salnikova won her vic-

tory when she outmaneuvered Wade in the
tie-breaker of the second set.

British ace Sue Barker met her Russian
counterpart Elena Eliseenko in the second
singles. The Briton, in a mixture of classic

passing shots and calculated placements,

finally ousted Eliseenko in third set to claim a
4-6, 6-4, 6-4 triumph. Barker andWade then

met Seventlana Chemeva and Olga Zaitseva

in the crucial doubles, and the more experi-

enced British pair easily scored a one-sided
victory. Outpacing the Russians, the final

British score was 6-3, 6-1.Australia claimed

its place in the semifinals beating the

Netherlands 3-0. Ace Australian Dianne
Fromholoz beat Dutch favorite Marianne
Vander Torre 6-4, 6-3, while Wendy Turn-
bull inched ahead by gaining two straight

tie-breakers against Dutch MarceQa Mesker
for a 7-6, 7-6 score.

In the following doubles match, Turnbull

and Susan Leo got the better of Meskar and
Torre 6-4, 6-3.

Looking forward to semifinals, both the

British and Australian teams expressed con-
fidence. "We have a good chance (to win) if

we wiii one singles match since Sue Barker,

and I think we have more experience as a

doubles pair said Wade.
Australian captain Judy Dalton claimed

that Dianne Fromboltz win “never lose

against Wade, and Turnbull is a very good
doubles player." Dalton event went on to say
“We will give the U.S. team a fright,” expect-

ing her team to meet the U.S. in the finals.

McEnroe, Connors advance
WEMBLEY, England Nov. 12 (AP) —

John McEnroe, biddingto win the $175,000.

Benson and Hedges Tennis Championships
for the fourth straight year, raced past Bri-

tain’s John Feaver 6-1, 6-1 into the second

round at the Wembley Arena Thursday.

It was McEnroe's first match in Britain

since his stormy Wimbledon triumph last

July, when be was fined $5,000 for his court

behavior.

Agaism Feaver, McEnroe bad a few quiet

argumentsover line calls butwasnever in any
trouble either with his tall English opponent
orthe umpire. Feaver held hisservice early in

each set, but that was all he could manage.
McEnroe is seeded to playJimmy Connors

in the final next Sunday for* a first prize of

$32^00.
The Wimbledon champion was first

scheduled to play Feaver Tuesday, when the

tournament opened. But the match was put

back 24 hours after he argued that he had

flown in from New York and had been prom-
ised a Wednesday start

Hie Nastase^ beaten 6-4, 6-1 by Britain’s

Richard Lewis in another first round match,

was fined $400 for using indecent language

on court. Otherwise the lournamcm pro-

ceeded quietly.

Big serving Roscoe Tanner slammed Tim
Mayotte 6-1, 6-4 in another first round match
and became the first man to reach the quar-

terfinals.

Two other Americans moved into the sec-

ond round. Tim Wilkison came back after

losing the first set to beat Jeff Borowiak 2-6,

6-3, 6-2, and Sandy Mayer overcame Gianni
Ocleppo 6-3, 3-6, 6-1.

Jimmy Connors, slept pastTom GuDikson
6-4, 6-2 into the second round. Gullikson
held hisown up to 4-4 in the first set and went
to advantage pointon service. Then Connors
suddenly hit brilliant form,won 12 points in a
row and took a grip on the match.

Meanwhile, two seeded players advanced
tothesecond round whileanotherwasousted
in the singles Wednesday on the third day of
the $75,000 Taipei InteniationaL
Fourth seeded Mark Edmondson,

Australia, beat Tony Graham, U.S^ 6-1, 6-4,

Chris punk, U.S„ beat Brad Drewert,
Australia, 6-3. 6-2, and No. 5 seed Bin Scan-
ton, U.S., ousted fellow American Chris
Mayotte 6-7, 6-3, 6-2.
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HADDAD’S ‘RESIGNATION1

Saad Haddad, the renegade Lebanese major whose
forces have been,with the help ofthe Israelis, controlling

a strip of land between Lebanon and Israel, has with-

drawn his threatened resignation and will now be resum-

ing his six-year-old task.

One ofthe reasons for the resignation, known about in

Beirut these last few months, was his constant friction

with the Israelis over their creeping encroachment on
the area under his control. His point was that the land

belonged to the sovereign state of Lebanon and that

neither he nor anyone else could conceded it to others.

An additional reason for his action was factionalism

within the forces he controlled, factionalism which, he

claimed, had caused many injustices in the area under
his rule.

Whatever the reasons which led him to tender his

resignation in the first place, the outcome was a shock
for the Israelis. This, after all, was “their man”, the

safest of possible bets as far as they were concerned.
Suddenly, however, he turns out to have decisive views

on what constitutes Lebanon' s territorial rights aswell as

on how the areas under him should run their affairs.

Beyond this, some observers see the incident as sig-

nifying a broader development, connected with the

recent concerted Arab efforts to resolve many of Leba-
non’s problems — that of extending the sway of the

government to all of the country’s areas being chief

among them. This, in turn, would also link up with the

international efforts to extend the areas under the
supervision of the U.N. forces.

Saudi Arabian press review
The positive outcome of the

Gulf heads of state summit figured

for editorial comments in Thurs-
day" s newspapers. Al -Riyadh
noted the final statement of the

Gulf leaders at the conclusion of
their summit in Riyadh has clearly

demonstrated the pledge and the

pioneering role of the Gulf states

in solidifying Arab unity and heal-

ing their rifts.

The paper hailed the endorse-

ment of the economic agreement

that encourages coordination and

integration in various fields. The

paper also welcomed coordination

in political, economic and security

fields to confront dangers
threatening the Gulf area.

Al-Madimh said the Gulf

heads of state summit has laid a

historical landmark for defining

new aspects of joint Arab and

Islamic actions for solving their

fateful issues.

“It is gratifying to note that the

Riyadh summit has very success-

fully shaped the procedures of a

joint Gulfstrategy and defined the

clear visualization to mobilize the

resources and potentials of the

Gulf region in the service of Gulf,

Arab and Muslim countries ” the

paper said.

“The Riyadh suroroir has

strengthened a basic structure for

collective Gulf action in all

spheres," it added.
Referring to the Gulf summit

agreement to put Crown Prince

Fahd's peace plan before the

upcoming Arab summit in

Morocco, Al -Jazirah said. “ It is a
demonstration of Gulf leaders’

determination to canvas worl-

dwide support for the Kingdom’s
peace plan which has also shown
Arab solidarity in presenting a

just, fair and moderate stand of

the Arabs before the international

community for solving the Middle

East issue."

“Hie paper felt the decision of

the Gulf leaders to place the plan

on the agenda ofthe Arabsummit,

is a true victory of Arab solidarity

and unity.

Commenting on the same sub-

ject.Okaz expressed its hope in the

current moves taken by the Gulf

states to bridge Arab differences

and to heal their riftswould enable

the Arabs to defend fateful Arab

and Islamic issues.

Al-Nadwa felt the Gulf heads

of state summit has fulfilled the

great expectations attached to it

for realizing the aspirations of the

people of the Gulf states. “The

summit has laid firm foundations

for buflding up a huge infrastruc-

ture for meaningful cooperation

and coordination of Gulf states in

the political, economic, industrial

and security fields that will bring

prosperity and progress to the

people of the region and enable

the Gulf leaders to contribute

positively to the Arab and Islamic

causes," the paper said — (SPA)

Is Solidarity

becoming part

of Polish crisis?
( EDITOR 'SNOTE:The writerisprofessoroflawat

American University and director of the Eastern

European summer law program at Warsaw Univer -

Sty-

By Robert Bennett Lubic

Solidarity will probably fail. This gloomy predic-

tion is based upon what has occuned between my
last two visits to Poland — in June of this year for

about four weeks and then one week in late Sep-

tember to attend an international labor law confer-

ence. It is based upon the failure ofSolidarity and its

leaders to rescue a faltering economy (most likely

due to the extreme youth and inexperience of its

leadership), to steep clear of Soviet bloc politics,

and for the most part to perceive the danger of

intervention.

I start first with the food situation. The agricul-

tural sector in Poland has just harvested a bumper
crop. True, meat production isdown 40 percent and

milk is generally limited to its liquid form, causing a

shortage of cheese, but the food supplies are suffi-

cient to feed the people nutritiously. Nevertheless,

the Polish consumer is currently purchasing every-

thing in sight, not only foodstuffs but also all dur-

able goods. Thus, everything is in short supply, and
much of this is due to hoarding. In September. lines

formed every day outride a warehouse where con-

sumers waited to purchase drums of stringbeans,

even though itwould take an average family months
to consume that many.
The population has lost all confidence in the gov-

ernment and in Premier Woijech Jaruzelski. the

newly elected party chairman, yet somehow
believes that Solidarity will bring them out of the

wilderness. But Solidarity, despite its role as a
reformer, is also part of the problem. No one dis-

putes that but for Solidarity none of the reforms
that have taken glace would have occurred. Having
taught in Poland during the past three years, I mar-
vel at the amount of freedom that haserapted in this

once tightly controlled Communist nation. Solidar-

ity’s problem, however, lies in its youth and ideal-

ism, two of the major factors that helped it bring

forth the present Polish social revolution. Only the

third major characteristic of Solidarity’s existence,

is inherent Catholicism, permits the church to exert

a moderating influence over the leadership. How
long can this moderation be sustained? Consider

the following:

The average age of the delegates to the recent

Solidarity Congress in Gdansk was 29. More than

60 percent of the total membership in Solidarity is

under 30. whereas less than 3 percent of the Polish

United Workers (Communist) Party is that young,
thus creating a serious generation gap. Although
Lech Walesa is 38, many of the other leaders of the

movement are much younger and less moderate.

And only 55 percent of the delegates at the Solidar-

ity Convention voted for Walesa's continuation as

the movement's leader. The other three candidates

dividing the balance of the votes took more radical

stances. Nor did any of the leaders of the Gdansk
meeting come up with any concrete concept as to

how to revamp the Polish economy other than by
the free election oftheirsupervisors by the workers.

A resolution was adopted at the Gdansk congress

to aid and cooperate with all other independent
trade union movements within Socialist nations. In

a personal interview with several leaders ofSolidar-
ity. I was told that there was no direct contact at this

time with any independent trade union movement
in these nations. Then why the resolution, espe-

cially in view of its probable provocative effect upon
the Soviet Union?
“ For moral purposes.” I was told. The resolution

was taken at a time when Walesa and several of the
other older leaders and advisers to Solidarity were
not present. When one such individuaL who had
experienced the carnage resulting from the Warsaw
uprising in 1944, warned of a similar result, the

supporters of the resolution appeared more
interested in what it was like to live in such a heroic

age than in the possibility of history repeating itself,

this time in the form of Soviet tanks. It was dear
that many of these youthful delegates, like many
people of their age. consider both themselves and
Solidarity indestructible.

One of the two major theories about Soviet inter-

vention at Gdansk was that it is a paper tiger. This
belief is almost mirrored by the attitude ofthe gen-
eral population that the Russians will not invade. F

fear that such a belief is similar to that of the little

boy whistling through the graveyard. The other

theory, to which I subscribe, is that there is a line

that, if crossed, will trigger some type of interven-

tion by the Soviet bloc nations. Where this line ties

no one knows, but the predicted action will take one
of three courses.

One course is for the Soviets to cutoff all supplies
of natural gas and petroleum upon which Poland is

dependent, blockade any further trade to that coun-
try (in conjunction with East Germany and
Czechoslovakia, which also bonier Poland) and
seize the railroads with the considerable number of
Soviet troops now on Polish soil. This would bring
Poland and Solidarity to their knees economically.

Another type of intervention could take the form
of the Polish security troops, strongly loyal to the
government, sweeping through Poland one night as

surrogate for the Soviet Union and arresting all

Solidarity leaders and other dissidents. Of course,
this would trigger considerable opposition. But
what good are rocks against tanks?

The role that might be played by the balance of
the Polish in this scenario is limited because it has
only a three-day supply of ammunition — most of
which is supplied by the Soviet Union. This appar-
ently reflects the trust that the government and
party have in the regular army. Certainly this would
set off a civil war, since the young Poles will not

surrender their new-found freedom easily. But the

result, in a land with few forests and mountains to

protect guerrillas, would be quick and painful. Such
an operation would also shield the Soviets against

world reaction that -would occur if they intervened

directly. I see the surrogate intervention as likely.

The third type of possible action is direct inter-

vention by the Soviet bloc nations, which might not

inspire the same level of resistance' as would Rus-

sians, whom the Poles have long regarded as bar-

barians.

Can the situation be saved? Only if the amorph-

ous forces within Solidarity (which is monolithic

only in its distract ofthe government and Commun-
ist Party) can be persuaded by its more moderate

leaders and the church to give up its newly acquired

power to call strikes and join the government to

rebuild the country. To the young and persistent

Solidarity members who are quite headywith their

new-found power, this would be equivalent to

treason. The revolution is in full swing, and. despite

the breakdown in the currency and economy, one

can almost hear the historical ay of “to the

barricades." (LAT)

Letter to the editor
Dear Sir.

I would like to commend Shamsuddin Ansari,

local editor ofArab News, for presenting both sides

of the Mindanao problem in tbe issues of Oct. 23

and 24, 1981. Ansari has done well in trying to be as

objective as possible in writing about the Mindanao
problem. However, through no fault of Ins own,
representatives of the More National Liberation

Front (MNLF) apparently were able to give him,

during his brief visit to Mindanao, misleading or
inaccurate information about the Mindanao prob-

lem.
Allow me, to comment on some points raised in

the article headed “The Twin Aspects of tbe Mus-
lim Filipino Problem" which was published on OcL
24.

First, the article quotes Nur Misuari, MNLF
chairman, as alleging that “The government forces

have killed 5,000 civilians” and that** nothing has so

far been made known about the 300 schoolchildren

who were reported to have vanished in a boat."

I would like to ask Misuari: On what authority

does he make the charge that Philippine govern-

ment forces have killed 5,000 civilians in Min-

danao? Has an impartial body, neither the govern-

ment nor the MNLF, made a body count of the

Chilians slain in the Mindanao conflict?

The MNLF itself has been guilty of atrocities and

murders of innocent civilians..

As for the 300 schoolchildren who were reported

to have vanished in a boat, again the MNLF would

like to make h appear, by insinuation, that they

were killed by government forces. The Filipino is a

very loving and doting father. Again, h is unthink-

able that Filipinos— even if they are in the armed
forces —- would kill 300 children in cold bloodil

Second, the article says that “notwithstanding

official clarifications during the recent briefing of a

team of Saudi Arabian journalists in Cotabato and

Zamboanga, the general feeling was that Muslims

in the region did not enjoy full rights of a citizen.”

It is not true that Fillipino Muslims are not enjoy-

ing the full rights of Filipino citizens. All Filipino

citizens, regardless of religion, literacy level, station

in life or other circumstances enjoy the rights

guaranteed by tbe Philippine constitution in its bill

of rights. Fillipino Muslims, like other Filipino citi-

zens, enjoy the right of suffrage. They can vote and
be voted upon as candidates for public office.

Third, the article quotes Mayor Cesar Climaco of
Zamboanga City as saying that “there was not a

single Muslim judge at tbe Supreme Court, though

he admitted that there were several Muslim jurists

at the state level.”

ft is true that at present the.re is no .Muslim justice

in the Supreme Court. But there is one Muslim
justice— Mama Busran— in the Court of Appeals
and a justice sitting in this second highest court in

tbe land is just a heartbeat away from the Supreme
Court. In case one of the justices of the Supreme
Court resigns, retires, is incapacitated or dies, it is

quite possible that Busran, a Muslim, might be
appointed by tbe president to take his place.

Appointment to the Supreme Court of tbe

Philippines is not based on religion but on the pros-

pective appointees* knowledge of the law, general

competence and personal integrity, among other

criteria. 1 am sure that when a prospective Muslim
appointee meets these qualifications, among
others, he will be named to the highest tribunal of

the land.

Fourth, the article says” During a briefsojourn of

a Muslim colony, the ghastly sight of their dwelling

in wooden huts, erected over the stinking drainage

water with no outlet, left no pleasant impression.

While some of the people met held mixed opinion

on secession, others spoke enthusiastically about it.

They said tbe government was not doing much for

the Muslims.”

As for “The ghastly sight of their (the Muslims')

dwelling in wooden huts erected over the stinking

drainage water with no outlet,” tins is not peculiar

to Muslim Filipinos. Christian Filipinos also live in

wooden huts built over stinking, stagnant water.

There are rich Muslims and poor Muslims. And
there are rich Christians and poor Christians. The
rich Christians and the rich Muslims live in expen-
sive airconditioned residences. The poor Muslims
and poor Christians live in“wooden huts built over

stinking drainage water.”

You must remember that the Philippines is still a

poor developing country, which is a euphemism for

a poor country. Many of the Filipinos, are still poor,

by Western or even by Asian standards.

Fifth, the article also says that some ofthe people
in Mindanao “said the government was not doing
much for the Muslims.” It may be true that past

administrations did not do much for the Filipino

Muslims but the present administration under Pres-
ident Marcos has done much and is doing much for
the improvement of their social, political and

economic condition.

Sixth, the article says “In Cotabato City some
members of the MNLF ceasefire commission pre-
seated salient points of their position concerning
the Tripoli Agreement and the establishment of the
regional autonomous government in Regions PC
and XU. In a memorandum, they said the present
structure and powers of the regional governments
are not truly autonomous and not economically and
politically viable...Tbe ceasefire committee is not
effective in implementing the terms of the ceasefire
agreement, etc.”

We will leave it to tbe government representa-
tives in the ceasefire committee to comment bn this

as they are more up-to-date on the situation in
Mindanao on this point. However, the fact that the
regional governments are functioning fully and
have gained the widespread support of their respec-
tive communities should be strongenoughevidence
that they are “economically and politically viable.”

Seventh,ArabNews published with the same arti-
cle a two-column photograph showing, according to
the caption. “The mutilated body of a Muslim citi-

zen killed in an ambush by the Philippine govern-
ment forces in Cotabato City in Mindanao.”

Since Arab News published the photo alone, it

would seem, by implication or insinuation, thatonly
Muslims are being killed in the conflict in Min-
danao. That is not true. Hundreds, nayJ thousands
of government troops have also perished in the
fighting. War is no picnic and death is to be
expected on both sides. War sometimes brings out
the best in man and sometimes it brings out the
worst in him.

Space does not permit us to detail tbe 6,743 cases
of ceasefire violations by the MNLF (as of March
1981) and support these with photographs and offi-
cial reports. It must be stressed, however, that
where government troops were found guilty of
abuses and excesses, they were punished xo tbe
fullest extent of the law by the proper government
courts and agencies.

Thank you very much for giving me this oppor-
tunity to present the other side of the coin.

Truly yours,
. Isaganl Yimbot

'

. Information Attache
PWHpptoe Embassy
Jeddah
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Islam and science

By Adfl Salahi

When we state our conviction that
Islam is an ideology suitable for all agesand
for all human societies, regardless of their

stage ofdevelopmentwe invariably face the

;

question; “What is the Islamic attitude to
scientific progress'?

1 '

The question to stems from the back-
ground of the bitter conflict which raged
between scientists and the church in Christ-

ian Europe in the middle ages. Hence we
need to look into it very carefully, attempt-
ing. first of all, to see whether it is relevant

to Islajm or not.

History tells us that Islamic societies were
always able to progress scientifically, with-
out inpediments, the closer they were to the

pure Islamic model. The further away from
Islam they have moved the faster they went
down in decline. The peak of what is com-
monly called ‘the Arab Civilization’ was
attained by a society which was purely
Islamic in character. It is, indeed, wrong to
associate that civilization with the Arabs
only. It was one in which other Islamic peo-
ples shared and to which they contributed
without any inhibitions. At no time
throughout the history of Islam did a con-
flict flare up between religion and science.

Today, however, when Muslim societies

try to free themselves from the shackles of
backwardness this question is raised. We
tend to forget here two important points;

firstly, that our decline in our barren period
was both material and spiritual. Not only
our standard of living and our civilization

went down, but our hold to our religion and
constitution also relaxed. The age of mater-
ial darkness in our part ofthe world was also

an age of darkness in spiritual values and
religious thought Secondly the Islamic

attitude to human life and the concept of

man in Islam leave no possibility of a con-

flict between the men of science and the

men of religion.

Such a conflict erupted in Europe
because each side tried to impose its views

on the other. In the middle ages when the

authority of the church was still very strong

scientists were subjected to persecution

which was both brutal and unnecessary.

Later, when science gained the upper hand
h tried to stretch the significance of certain

scientific observations in an arbitrary man-
ner so as to provide an alternative theory of

human existence.

Thus the theory of evolution tried to

undermine the very basis of Christianity by
making assumptions which could not be

supported by the scientific observations on
which they were based. The phenomena of

gradation of species and their adaptability

to environmental conditions were known to

Muslim scientists. They, however, did not

see any need to stretch their significance

arbitrarily so as to deny the existence of the

Creator. Indeed, they found in them a

further proof of His existence and His

greatness.

Islam has no fear of science. Indeed, the

opposite is true. The Qur'an calls on us to

think and to contemplate so as to determine

the bestwaysoftappingthe resourcesofour
planet and building the best and happiest

human life. This is indeed the way to fulfill

the mission of man as Allah’s deputy on
earth. We read in the Qur’an verses'which
consider the right way of thinking on the

various aspects of life and the universe a

means to enhance our faith- In the creation

ofthe heavensandthe earth, andinthesuc-
cession ofnightanddaythereare indeedmes -

sagesfor all who are endowed with in sight,

and who remember Allah when they stand,

andwhen they sit, and when they lie dawn to

Art show is dominated
by religious subjects

By Jean Grant

DAMMAM— If art really does reveal the

attitudes, environment and times of those

who create it, then it seems safe to say that

religion is at the core of the Saudi artistic

consciousness.

In the Eastern Province 31 artists recently

contributed paintings, sculpture and pottery

to the Fifth annual exhibit of Fine Arts spon-

sored by the Saudi Arabian Society for Cul-

ture aira Arts. Of the dozens of works on

display, both the most profound and the most

competently executed- were those deeply

rooted in the Islamic heritage...- - *
In After Prayer, below Abdul Rahman A]

Sulaiman paints Muslims leaving a mosque.

He decided upon soft greens for his paletteso

he could show“the growing of Islam.” At the

center of the canvas, a child stands with his

hands casually thrust deep in his pockets to

show that he is comfortable and happy after

prayer.
“ I want to remind people,” said the young

painter,“to teach children when they are stifl

young to go to prayer.”

The scene on the left ofthe canvasdepicts a

man bending low to give alms to a poor

wornan,showing “how people can help each

other.” On the extreme right, an old man

leans on the crook of a cane as he totters off.

Another man walks out the door looking sol-

emn and grave.

Although his aim may have been merely

didactic, AI Sulaiman achieves more than

this. There' is tranquility and order in his

Islamic microcosm. Expressions on the faces

are deliberately sketchy—“Iwantthe bodies

abstract, like shadows,” said the painter

but this does not limit the suggestibility of his

painting. Like all the religious inspired paint-

ings on view. After Prayer uses geometric

shapes and angular planes as background. Al

Sulaiman
1

s triangles suggest the concentra-

tion upward of the human spirit in prayeT.

Farouk Kounesh exhibited a strongly col-

ored, almost garish spectrum of oolor in his

emblematic rendering of minarets, calligra-

phy, and prayer mat. Its boldness of execu-

tion and coloring (there were pinks, purples,

yellows, reds, greens and oranges) give the

work strength and dynamism.

A more sophisticated work is the print of

Mohsen AI Mana's minaret looming over

rose-colored sands where 'a compass lies.

Does be intend to say that the minaret points

the spiritual course as surely as the compass
does the spatial direction?

Perhaps the best ofthe paintings was gifted

Ali Howeideh's The Three Holy Pieces. The
Kaaba at Makkah the minarets of the

Prophet Mosque at Medina and the Dome of

Al Aqsa Mosque all emerge from a back-

ground ofhundreds of rectangles in midnight

blue. This complex fragmentation of form
results" in a tightly-executed harmonious

wholes Multiplici^is reintegrated- to unity.

Howeideh, who teaches elementary school

in the‘small village town of Saihat, deserves a

one-man show to display his considerable

talent. In another canvas, he has painted an

unusual stifl life in which a fork, knife, bowl,

candle, and cluster of grapes make a typical

enough setting for a still life. What character-

izes Howeideh
1

s work is his choice of sul-

phurous tones of brown and red..

Yoissef A1 Ariffs painting Prayer illus-

trates an old man kneeling on a prayercarpet.

The artist—who is still a high school student

— resolvesthe problem oflightingcleverly by
using brown triangles that form the back-

ground and whiten at the edges to suggest the

light as it flows through mosque windows.

The abstract art on view surpassed the rep-

resentational. This held true for sculpture as

well as forpainting. In Ali AI Dossar/s small

green bronze of an abaya, the woman inside

was not depicted but the swirls and folds of

the bronze vividly conveyed a sensation of
wind.

The representational art on display offered

an easily-grasped feel for the country. Much
of it was merely postcard-pretty, but a few

canvasses were more memorable. Ali Al

Safer depicts the alley market in his home
town of Qatif as he imagined it some years

back. He has a sure sense of color, and there

is rhythm and vitality in the tableau.

One fine canvas depicted how to snare a

bird by setting seeds under a box attached to a

string." When the bird pecks at the seeds, the

hunter pulls the string and the box traps the

bird.

A primitive painting shows real coffee"

Life of the Prophet - 32

Boycott of Muslims

What the Qur’an teaches

In the name ofAllah, the Merciful, the Beneficent

It isAllah whohascreatedthe heavensandtheearth, turdwho sendsdown water

from the skyandthereby bringsforth aBmanneroffruitsforyoursustenance; and
who has made ships subservient toyou, so that they may sail through the sea atHa
behest; and has the sun and the moon created riversforyour benefit. The sun and
the moon, which steadfastlypursue their courses, He also made usefulto you. He
has also subsidized to you the night and the day. Indeed He always grants you

something outofwhatyou may be asking ofHim. Shouldyou try to countAllah *s

blessings, you could never compote them. Truly, man is mostpersistent in wrong -

doing, stubbornly immigrate.

sleep, and reflect on the creation of the

heavensandtheearth: * {OurLord,youhave
not created any ofthis without meaning and
purpose. Limitless in Your glory. Keep us

safe, then, from suffering through fire. (2:

190-1

)

Both believers and unbelievers are asked

to do the same thing: to think and contemp-

late. No vinue givesany man a higherstand-

ing than the virtue ofknowledge; Say: ‘Can
they who know and they who do not know be

deemedequal? * Only those who are endowed

<Abmhan 14; 32 - 4)

with insight keep this in mind. (39; 9)

The top prize a Muslim prays for is that of
knowledge, because, with knowledge he is

able to understand his position in relation to

Allah better. Say: My Lord cause me togrow
in knowledge. (20; 114) Ofall His servants,

only such as are endowed with knowledge
stand truly in awe ofAllah. (35: 28)

Hence, Islam simply opens the doors of
knowledge for its followers and ask them to

enter and progress, channelling their know-
ledge to what benefits them in life.

. Arab News welcomes questions about Islam, its principles and practices. Answers by our
religious editor will be published in this section every Friday.

Pleaseaddressyour letters to: the Religious Editor, P.O. Box 4556, Jeddah. Saudi Arabia.

The Muslims in Makkah received a very

welcome boost to their morale when Umar
joined their ranks. They started to be more

open with their challenge to the unbeliev-

ers. Some of them even prayed in congrega-

tion at the Ka'aba. Moreover, with Umar in

the ranks of the Muslims more and more

people were joining the new religion.

By now the unbelievers realized that

there could be no meeting grounds between

them and the Muslims. They were also

aware that the tactics they employed to

check the tide of Islam were ofno great use.

A conference was. therefore, called early in

the seventh year of Muhammad* s prophet-

hood to find some more effective methods
for achieving that ungodly objective.

The hardliners held the sway in that con-
ference. They advocated a total boycott of

the Muslim and their supporters. Keen to

see their plan implemented, they persuaded
the other participants to make their resolu-

tions binding on everyone in Makkah.
Hence, they wrote down their resolutions

on a sheet of paper and posted it promi-
nently. This action gave solemnity to those

resolutions which made them much harder
to contravence by any one who cared for the

Muslims or wished them well.

The terms of the boycott were so strict as

to rule out any inter marriages or trade

transactions between the Hashemite clan

and tbe rest of Quraish.

The Hashemites were defiant. They
joined ranks together. The Muslims and
the unbelievers among them were unanim-

ous in their support of their leader, Abu
Talib, the Prophet's uncle, who. in turn, did

not waver in his whole hearted support of

his nephew.One exception, however, was
Abu Talib*s own brother, known as Abu
Lahab.
Abu Lahab was hostile to Islam right

from the beginning. He could not bring his

tribal loyalties in line with the rest of the

Hashemite clan. He. therefore, broke rela-

tions with his own clan and joined with its

boycott. Although his action was so obvi-
ously out of line with the traditions of the
Makkan society the Quraish were very
happy with his decision to join them since it

showed that opposition to Muhammad was
so wide spread that hisown kinsfolk wanted
10 get rid of him. Perhaps we should add

,

here that the terms of the boycott spelled

out the conditions for its termination. Those
were that the Hashemites must give up
Muhammad to Quraish, whereupon he,

would be killed.

The Hashemites and the rest of the Mus-
lims suffered a great deal as a result of the

boycott. If a tradesman or a farmer brought

some goods or provisions to sell in Makkah
he was offered much more than his asking

price on condition that he would not sell

:

anything to the Hashemites who were con-

fined to Their quarters.

The situation became very grave indeed

as month after month went by with no
flicker of hope for a quick and of this harsh

boycott. Starvation was the order of the day

for" the Muslims and the Hashemites. Their

children cried themselves to sleep every

night. Occasionally there was some relief.

One kind hearted person or another, moved
by the cries ofchildren, would load a camel

with provisions and push it through to the

Hashemite quarters under the cover of

darkness.

Such very welcome reliefwas bound to be

of temporary nature. The hardship con-

tinued for nearly three years. While the

non- Muslims among the Hashemites suf-

fered from the boycott, the Muslims in gen-
eral were subjected to much more persecu-

tion. That, however, did not weaken their
1

resolve to hold fast to their new religion and
to try to propagate it to their fellow citizens.

They continued to do so with patient and
tireless efforts, under the supervision of the

Prophet, the perfect example of a man of

perseverance and confidence that his cause ;

will triumph.

(To be continued next Fridafl

PRAYER: The creation ofYonssefAl Arifi

illustrates an old man kneeling oo a prayer

carpet. Brown triangles form the back-

ground and whiten at the edges to suggest

tbe light as it flows through mosque win-

dows.

beans resting on a painted coffee-roasting

spoon; real date pits lieon the sandy-surfaced

canvas on which is painted the imprint of a

palm. The effect may be crude but it is

memorable.
Women artists were represented by the

surrealistic work of Badriya Al Nasr and a

canvas by Esmat Muhendiss. Al Nasi’s

palette is pinks and oranges: A woman with

hair on end seems to flee a bouse as a man
enters.

Although there were artists exhibition

their work for the first time in this exhibit,

there were also painters whose canvasses

were not recent ones. Howeideh’sThree Holy
Places for instance was dated 1977. Al Man-
a's prints were done when he was in the

United States a few years ago. The exhibitors

are not professional artists. They are

businessmen, teachers, architects, and stu-

dents who have other cares on their minds.

Their art must be sqeezed in between the

other commitments that bring them tbeir

daily bread. The Society for Culture and the

Arts and its manager, Abdul Wahab A.
Abuaisba, are to be commended for sponsor-

ing this yearly exhibit, which acts as an ince tr-

ove to artists in the region to continue their

art.

§yj

Four- underway

Educating Americans about Islam

ACTE!* PRAYER: Abdul Rahman Al Sulaiman stands beside his ofl which shows Muslims leaving a mosque. He decided upon soft greens

for his palette so be could show “the growing of Islam.”

By Raana Sidd'rqi

JEDDAH— Acquainting Americans with

the Islamic religion Islam and Muslims and to

counter fallacies existing in the United States

about Islam is the goal of the National Com-
mittee Islam Centennial Fourteen, a

Washington-based, non-profit, non-political,

private organization founded during the

spring of 1979. The organization is sponsor-

ing a multi-million dollar, four-year program
of activities which include both educational

and cultural events. The National Committee
was launched by its chairman, Lucius D. Bat-

tle, a former U.S. Ambassador to Egypt.

The creation of the National Committee
coincided with tbe advent of the new Hijra

century according to Executive Director Wil-

liam R. Crawford. Not many people in the

Middle East are aware of the group s exis-

tence or the scope of its multi-media

activities. Crawford is currently on a tour of

eight countries in the region.

Crawford, a veteran diplomat, has spent

many years in the Middle East including an

ambassadorial post in tbe Yemen Arab
Republic and an earlier assignment at the

American Embassy in Jeddah during his 30
year career with the U.S. Department of

State. Keenly interested in the Arab world,

he is considered an authority on Middle East-

ern political, economic and cultural affairs.

It was during Crawford’s post prior to

retirement as the principal deputy assistant

secretary of state for the Near East, North
Africa and South Asia that his involvement,

though indirect at that time, started with the

educational program to honor the Hijra.

Crawford explained that the committee
grew out ofthe concern on the part of a dozen

or so professors in the Washington area. They
felt that as a nation the United States was
heading into a period of confrontation with

the Muslim world. Misperceptions and

stereotypes were pointed out that; The
Islamic world is just the Arab world; it is an

OPEC world and in some way a threat to the

United States; and that it is a militant world in

which people ride out of the desert and are a

threat to Christianity.

Educational Programming
These misperceptions, according to Craw-

ford, grew out of ignorance of facts and were
perpetuated further by the journalistic,

cinema and television portrayal of Muslims.

The group founders believed that an attempt

should be made to deal with the American
stereotypes through educational programs
and they requested a letter of endorsement
from President Jimmy Carter.

Crawford recalls, “at that time we were In

the middle' of the Iranian crisis. President

Carter was anxious to show that we were not

at loggerheads with the entire Muslim world

just because we had a problem with Iran. I

was able to obtain the letter and presidential

support for the proposed project."

In early 1979, Crawford, who was consid-

ering retirement, was approached by a small

group of professors who said Ambassador

Lucius D. Battle had accepted National

Committee chairmanship and had recom-

mended Crawford as executive director to

put the organization together. Since he

shared their feelings that it was absolutely

vital to develop a better understanding of the

Muslim world and Islamic civilization, Craw-
ford joined as the executive director in July

1979.
“ Ijoined," he said,” but with several stipu-

lations including that when we were talking

about the Muslim world we were talking of

not just the Arab world but the entire Muslim

world.

Propaganda, Politics Avoided

“The National Committee must reflect all

segments and not just diplomats, bankers and

corporation heads hut also blacks, women
and Jews. Lastly, under no circumstances we
engage in propaganda or be partisan on polit-

ical issues nor get into the higher realms of

theology. Also.'we should not accept any sub-

sidy or funds from foreign government and

funds be raised essentially from American
non-governmental sources.**

An. ambitious $12 million educational
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LIVING ARTS: Thisdrawingshowsooeofseveral exhibitionswhich will besponsored by
the National Committee Islam Centennial Fourteen. The exhibitions are designed to use

art objects and symbols to show the common inheritance of the three monotheistic

religions.

program proposed by the professors was too

expensive in the opinion of the executive

director and would not have been very effec-

tive.

“We started with no funds and a boxful of

very expensive dreams and impractical prog-

rams,” he said.” I fell that simple information

about Islam should be put across to the

American people. So we cut out a lot of

expensive impractical programs and brought

the budget down to a more manageable fig-

ure of S4.5 million. Gradually we began to

raise the money and to put the whole prog-

ram together.”

Interested, Dedicated Members

The 1 00-member National Committee
which was formed on the basis of interest and
dedication to the cause ranges from the pre-

stigious banker David Rockefeller to the

prominent black leader Vernon Jordan,

pioneer heart surgeon Michael DeBakeyand
others representing all segments ofAmerican
Society.

Crawford said the committee includes

individuals of real prestige and dedication

who see the importance of the understanding
of the Muslim world and a reciprocal com-
munication as contrasted to what existed

before.”
Academic Liaison

An Academic Advisory Committee was
formed to develop liaison and contacts with
the American academic world. The commit-
tee consists of 75 distinguished professors
who are heads of major university depart-
ments of Middle East. Africa, South Asia and
Far East studies, covering the entire Muslim
world.

Muslim Suggestions Solicited

Although the organization did not seek
financial help from Muslim governments, it

did not want them to feel that they or their

ideas were being excluded. A third commit-
tee was formed with the help of the Muslim
diplomatic corps in Washington called the

Diplomatic Advisory Committee. It included

the ambassadors of Saudi Arabia, Tunisia,
Pakistan, Malaysia and Gambia. According
to Crawford, this committee has given useful

suggestions and extended assistance in

arranging art exhibitions, film projects, and
other programs.

The organization publishes a bi-monriy
news-letter giving details of its programs as
well as describing activities ofotherbodies on
subjects related'to Islam.

The committee gives advice and assistance

in organizing conferences on Islamic themes.
Crawford feels that the committee has been
very successful in these ventures as it is being
approached by an increasing number of cor-
porations and groups to assisi in organizing
such meetings.

Television Series Popular
As the success of the programs grew, the

committee felt that to assess the degree of
national rnfrerest. television programs should
be tested. In the spring of 1 980. a series of45
half hour lectures were relayed on CBS.
“ These were watched by several million

people and the response wns enormously
gratifying.'* said Crawford. “In fact. CBS
received more letters ofa pproval than for any
other educational program they haJ

relayed.”

Crawford said that there were only two
derogatory letters and both authors subse-

quently apologized after realizing the prog-

rams were not propaganda, but a serious

attempt at public education.

Later, panel discussion on cable TV were
introduced with an hour and a half prime time
for simple discussion on Islamic civilization,

religion, and the close ties of Islam with the

other two monotheistic religions. On this

program, people could telephone the station

and ask questions. Crawford said that

thousands of letters of approval were
received after this program.
He said rhe success of the panel discussion

and popular response led the committee to

conduct a survey of the existing material

available about Islam in order to assess its

effectiveness in conveying the kind of infor-

mation the committee was keen to transmit.

All available English language filmson Islam

were critically surveyed, indexed and
catalogued by the co/nmirree.

It was also found that there was a need for

simple informative material and literature

about Islam. The committee decided to pro-

duce its own, and with the help of scholars.

who included well-known Muslim names, a

simple kit entitled Introduction to Islam, wns
published. This includes a map and demog-
raphic information on the world of Islam.a

time-frame relating events of the Muslim
world to those ofworld history', and a descrip-
tive list of Islamic holidays.

The kit lists a bibliography ofcarefully cho-
sen books about Islam that are readily avail-

able. Crawford said the kit was enormously
successful with corporations. libraries, uni-

versities and schools and it is being sold for

“simply the cost price."

The committee has also produced a 21

minute film approved which contains simple

information on the fundamentals, how Islam

came into being, how it spread, the history of

its people, culture and the contemporary

Muslim world. It is produced both in film

strip form and on video cassette.

Exhibitions Planned

The forthcoming major programs planned

by the Islam Centennial Fourteen are two big

exhibitions. One in conjunction with the

National Geographic Society will open in

Washintong in December, According to

Crawford, this exhibition is designed to use

an objects and symbols to show the common
inheritance of the three monotheistic relig-

ions— ** that throughout history it should not

have been a Judea-Christain
L
we* and Muslim

•they* but it should hove been nil*we* through
art objects."

A travelling exhibition called the Heritage
of Islam shows an entire cultural sweep of
Islamic civilization from Morocco to

Indonesia through art objects.

The exhibition Is due to open in March
1 982 in Houston and after a three month stay

there will move to San Francisco for the

summer, then Minneapolis and ending in

Washington at the S nirhsenian Institute in

late 1983 or early 1984. It consists of 250 an
objects most of which are collected in the

United States.
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Ârab American unity

takes a historic step

Ajabiiews Feature

By Catherine Raia
Washbjgton Bureau

! WASHINGTON — A historic step
towards Arab American cooperation and
pniy was taken when Arab Americans from

4 u
° Ameri

.

can countries met recently
with Arab Americans from the United States
pnd Canada to launch the first Inter-
'American Arab Conference. The Arab
League's Political Secretary Adnan Omran
said,“We in the Arab homeland are proud of
your accomplishments in the Americas and
^admire your commitment to Arab values and
culture”

In the spirit of unity and cooperation,
heads of Arab American organizations pre-
pared a resolution to which they all agreed as
their common cause. The resolution includes
the following:

! The Palestine Liberation Organization is

the sole legitimate representative of the
Palestinian people.

J. The Palestinian people, as a matter of
light, have to struggle by all means possible to
Realize their inalienable rights, including the
right to self determination, the return to their
homeland, and independent statehood.

;
Our total rejection of Camp David and all

other resolutions which fail to assert the
above rights.

Our solidarity with the Lebanese people in

their struggle to maintain an independent

United Arab Lebanon.

Our solidarity with the Egyptian people in

their endeavor to return to the Arab fold.

.

Our solidarity with the Arab people in

their struggle to liberate their usurped land.

Victor Anania. president ofthe Federation

of Arab American Entities, said, "We meet

today to fulfill the yearnings long cherished

by millions of Arabs and their descendents

who five in the hospitable lands of the

Americas." He added. “We must act

together to carry out a constructive analysis

of our love for a common cause."

The conference, co-sponsored by the fed-

eration and the National Association ofArab
Americans (NAAA), commenced with a gal-

lant reception at the Organization of Ameri-
can States fOAS) building.

NAAA president Thabit welcomed the
more than 200 Latin Arabs to Washington.

Like the NAAA. the federation is dedi-
cated^ enhancing closer contact and under-
standing between the Arab world and the
American continent. In a letter to the Inter-
American Arab Conference. Saudi Ambas-
sador to the United States Sheikh Faisal
Alhegelan wrote, “We applaud your efforts
to accomplish our shared goals of peace and
justice and look forward to joining hands on
the issues of profound importance to us all,

.

the achievement of a just and comprehensive
peace in the Middle East."
The conference will continue for two days.

France gives wealthy

new tax loophole
By Robin Smyth

PARIS (O) — A hot tip for the possessors

of France’s largest fortunes was written in a

thick headline across the front page of Libera -

turn last weekend: "Sell your yacht, buy
Picassos'. The far left daily followed this up
with a column of ironic advice to the rich

urging them to lose no time in unloading

shares and real estate and getting into the an
market. “Buy almost any workyou can lay

your hands on," instructed the article. “But
buy fast and in bulk.”

A persona] decision by President Francois

Mitterrand last week saved the French art

market horn falling victim to the Socialist

government' s wealth tax a few hours before

the measure was voted through the national

assembly.

By exemptingworksofart from the posses-

sions assessed for the tax, Mitterrand yielded
to the objections of art collectors, galleries,

auctioneers and antique dealers that the
country s cultural heritage would quickly find

its way abroad and into a domestic black

market.

The relief among artists and art collectors

is considerable. “Bravo la France” was artist

Marc Chagall's message to Mitterrand. But

the sudden order from the Elysee Palace

reversing the stem line taken by Laurent
Fabius. the budget minister, has spread a cer-

tain amount of consternation in the left-wing

majority in the national assembly.

Right-wing deputies and commentators
were delighted to be able to point out that the

new regime was already developing the royal

character which had been one of the Social-

ist^ bitter reproaches against Giscard. It was
one more prooffortheopposition that Social-,

ist policy on major issues was a tissue of

idological notions which had not been prob-

erly thought through.

As one escape hatch after another is

opened in the wealth tax, rank and file Social-

ists and Communists are wondering how
many rich men are going to elude capture

when the siege army finally closes in.
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RARE SPECIES: An artist’s sketch of the rare yellow-fronted gardener bowerbird, a

species believed to have died out nearly a century ago. Examplesof this bird were recently

found in a mile-high New Guinea rain forest. The background shows the bird at its bower,

build by the male to court females.
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JAPAN’S TIGER: One of the most powerful images m the Great Japan Exhibition, recently opened at London’s Royal Academy, b the

“Bounding Tiger”, conveying both playful ferocity and dynamism- The work, by Nagasawa Rosetsu was done on a series ofsliding doors

over 3.5 meters long and has never been outside Japan. Over five years of preparation has resulted in the large and valuable display of

Japanese art treasures, many ofwhich have never even been shown in Japan. The four-month exhibition wQl be presented in two parts. Part

One will be through Dec. 20 and part Two until Feb. 21.

Shakespeare's papers missing

Warden-archeologist discovers

burial location for Elizabeth
By Philip Jordan

LONDON (G) — What may be the

remains of Shakespeare's only granddaugh-

ter, Elizabeth, have been found in a vault

under a Northampton parish after some
detective work by a former Midlands traffic

warden turned archeologist.

But of her grandfather's papers, and

“manuscripts” which a 17th Century biog-

rapher of the bard reported she had carried

off to Northamptonshire by the armful for

safekeeping, there is no sign.

During tiie 300 or so years the remains

have been missing, it appears that she and heT

second husband. Sir John Barnard, who once
had large estates outside Northampton, were

unceremoniously budled out of their family

vault by interlopers and reburied elsewhere.

Sixty-two year old Arthur Marlow of
Lubenham, near Market Harborough, whose
painstaking work through parish records

across the countries led to the discoveries,

says “the coffins were broken open when
they were moved and its quite obvious any-

thing that was in them is tong gone.”

Which is a great pity, because Marlow was
hoping the coffin contents might finally settle

his claim that the remains truly are those of

Elizabeth.

On the other hand, he says that his literary

land forensic detective work in partnership*

with the rector of the parish and a friendly

home office pathologist is sufficient to prove

the claim.
“ She was his nearest living relative and was

only 10 years old when be died. She must
have been the appleofhis eye," says Marlow.
Marlow is a former laboratory technician,

who took up work as a traffic warden in Mar-

ket Harborough late in life after an illness

during which his doctor told him to seek a job
outdoors. He is now retired and can devote

himself to his long-time hobby of literary

archeology.

Over the years he has become quite an
expert on Shakespeare's family and friends

and he has already published one book on his

researches. His second, chronicling the dis-

covery of Elizabeth, who had always eluded
him, is now with his publishers.

Marlow says his technique is based on the

Diverse bird-life exists in Gulf,

new hardback book lists them all
By David Barnes

JEDDAH— Michael C. Jennings Birds of
the Arabian Gulf, 1981 publication (George
Alien and Unwin) in the Natural History of

the Arabian Gulf series, is the first book to be
written solely about the birds which occur in

the Arabian Gulf States. And is the first book
to illustrate all the breeding species of the

region. The hard-back, is intended to be car-

ried on trips.

In order to appreciate the great diversity of
bird life in the Arabian Gulf it is necessary to

look at the influences that affect and control

the birds of the Arabian Peninsula as a whole.

As the Peninsula ’’straddles?' Africa, Europe

and Asia it is not surprising that in the south-

western Red Sea region, African birds are

found. In the Gulf to the south east Asian or

Oriental species are common. The rest of

Saudi Arabia is populated almost exclusively

by Palaearctic birds i.e. birds with a geog-

raphic range of Europe, North Africa, Asia

— north of. the Himalayas and Northern

Arabia.

This description only applies to resident

birds. In the Gult the situation is further

complicated as it lieson a north-south migra-

tion route (Birds move from eastern Europe

down the Tigris and Euphrates valley, along

the Gulf coast and across the Peninsula to

Africa). Not only do birds move from conti-

nent to continent and state to state but there

are seasonal movements within Saudi Arabia
1

itself. These movements then are the over-

whelming feature of Arabian ornithology.

And what with over 90 resident breeding

species in the Gulf plus the various migration

patterns the keen bird-watcher has the uni-

que opportunity to spot at least one new bird

.for each day of the year:

'^j^would be impossible to deal adequ-
^'**<<350 or so birds that occur in the

Gulf, Michael Jennings sensibly describes the

92 species which are known to breed or have
bred in the Gulf in the recent past. (The birds

are described in text and 12 superb color

plates and nine text figures by the artist and
ornithologist. Dr. CJ. F. Coombs).

In a succint introduction to Arabian Gulf
Ornithology, Jennings discusses among other

topics, conservation issues, migration, the

survival and adaption of desert birds and an

interesting account of the history of ornithol-

ogy in the area going back to the 1870s.

In Birds ofthe Arabian Gulf, Jennings cov-

ers Kuwait, the Eastern Province Bahrain,

(including the Howar Islands), Qatar and the

United Arab Emirates and Musandam. For
each state he describes and lists the best

bird-watching areas. The reader is given »

seasonal account of what birds can be found
and whether the birds are residenroron mig-
ration.

The detailed descriptions are given for the

92 breeding species. He takes into account
their length, behavior, song and habitat. -He
lakes pains to point out the differences bet-

ween summer and winter plumage — where
appropriate, and the confusion that can arise

with the identification of immature birds. He
highlights also the differences between
look-alike species— as with the taD markings
of Dunn's lark and the Bar-tail .desert lark.

Other helpful information relates to the

phenominum of 'light and 'dark' phases in

some species (The Little Owl and the Reef
Heron are two examples).

The contents include a list of relevant

societies and journals for those interested in

extending their bird-watching activities.

Apart from the local groups, the author

recommends the Ornithological Society of

the Middle East, do the Lodge, Sandy, Bed-

fordshire, England. And the Bombay Natural

History Society : Hombill House, Shahid

Bhagat Sing Road, Bombay, 400 023, India.

These societies need assistance in recording

bnd sightings and in taking part in society

surveys and projects.

Almost a third of this 167 page book is

taken up with a tabulated check-list, one for

each species of bird. These tables, through

the use of symbols and written notes in some
cases, show the occurence of each of the 350
or so birds that have been observed in any

one of the Gulf states. Other details include

the frequency a bird appears in any one area,

the time ofyear the bird can be expected and

whether it is a breeding species or not. The

index is ideal forquick reference as h includes

the common English bird names along with

the scientific terms.

William Shakespeare

belief that one can identify remains because,

historically, most people did try to “take it

with them when they went"
“Everybody, including the Americansand

academics at Oxford had done their little bit

by searching archives and everywhere else:

But no one had bothered to go to the most
obvious place. Itwasnormal practice, even in

Victorian times that if you had something

valuable, a book or an artifact, you had it

packed away with you when you were put

down."
His earlier researchers have not always

been without drama. In 1971, his request to

open a vault at a church at Gasworth, near

MacClesfield, led to a court battle with the

bishop of Chester, which the church won.

But in Northampton, he had more help.

Having taken a year, with the help of friends,

to track down the right church “by a simple

process of elimination, just solid police work,

really,” he found the rector, former RAF
navigator the Rev. Frank Pickard fascinated

by his quest.

Apart from the clue about Northampton,

Marlow knew from his researcbere's that

Elizabeth, the only daughter of Shakespear's

daughter Susannah, had married Barnard
.and that Barnard had had two wives, one of

whom died aged about 30, and Elizabethwho
died, in great pain, aged 62. Elizabeth was
bom in 1 608 and died in 1 670. Barnard had
eventually been made a baronet and they had

lived together on his Northamptonshire
estate. But when his marriage was childless,

the estate was sold to the Thurshy family.

With the rector's permission “we drilled

through the church floor and discovered one
vault where it said Barnard above it. I said to

myself, hello, this is too easy. When we went
in 'the vault there were 13 ofthem all stacked

neatly together, but it was another family"

“It seems they had pinched the Barnard
vault, saying well why should we have one
built when there’s already one there," Mar-
low said.

Non-plussed, he began again. “The old

police process ofelimination always pays off.

So I decided togo through the church, using a

verysmall boredriliand an'opticfibrejriewer,

like hospitals use to took down your throat

—

its an Italian method— and have a look. We
found them under the oldest part of the

church.”

It took Marlow six months to bet a legal

faulty to get into the vault, and he went in

with Pickard and another friend. Dr. John
Brown, the home office pathologist for Staf-

fordshire. He says after eliminating identifi-

able people in the vault, he was left with “a
pile of junk” in one comer, part of which
turned out to be human remains.

Dr. Brown, he says, helped establish them
as a man of about 70, the age when Barnard
died, a woman in her sixties, Elizabeth, —
and another woman of about 30, the other
wife.

Dr. Brown said that he carried out an on
site investigation into the remains in the

church, of a “middle aged and an elderly

female.” The elderly woman, he confirmed,
-

suffered severiy from arthritis.
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ELABORATE ILLUSTRATIONS: Michael C- Jenuing's book features 12 superb color
plates like the one shown here and nine text figures by the artist and ornithologist Dr.
CJ.F. Coombs.
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Third World
rage grows

about seeds
By Ken Latdtow

ROME — Control over one of. the Third

World's most valuable natural resources is

leading to confrontation between industrial-

ized and developing countries meeting here
at the general meeting of the Food and
Agricultural Organization. At the heart of
the dispute is what at first glance seems to be
a fact of merely botanical interest: Thar the

original species of all 3l)of the earth's major
food crops, including wheat, maize, and rice,

are located in the Southern Hemisphere.
'

The wild ancestors of today's wheat crop
come from Ethiopia and Asia Minor. Maize
originated m Central America, rice in Africa
and South-East Asia. The orginal species of
the potato grows in the Andes of Peru.

*

All this is of crucial commercial impor-
tance. Although modern wheat and maize in

North America and Europe grow in abudn-
dance, (Jarir survival depends on the regular

infusion of germplasm from the ancestral

plants. Without these original genes, today's

high-yielding varieties are susceptible to

pests and disease.

Third Wold countries have become
alarmed at the rising tosses of this valuable

resource. For years original seed has been
transferred freely to complies ami govern-
ments in the north, who are now estivated to
hold 94 percent of all stored seedaL^lurc is

mounting evidence Lhaf these speries-are

being squandered and sometimes tost for

over.

While this has been happening, new
advanced seeds developed in the north from
(he original varieties art being resold to

developing countries. The need ft> increase

food production means high-yiddeft are

being planted throughout the Third World,
often in areas where the original varieties

have flourished for thousands of years. As a
result, the original plants arc bemgsjjgcdout
to make way for the new ones.

At the same time, <tevefopn^S|K|ries

often have to pay royalties on the pBted
new seeds developed from .

(be old varieties.

The seed trade is now a multi-million dollar

business.

Third World countries are beginning to

view this increasing control of their genetic

heritage with alarm. Cases are alleged to exist

where the American government has refused

to transfer stored varieties of seeds to

developing countries for political reasons.

To counter this exploitation of their

natural resources, a number of developing

iountries are pressingfor the establishment of
an internationally controlled seed bank
under the FAO. Some propose to demand
payment in future for the transferoforiginal
plant varieties. The repatriation of seeds
stored in the North is also being considered.

Wbrld opera fund

will seek ‘stars’
By Pan! Webster

PARIS — Mam Calias’s influence on
worldopera is to be felt again with the launch-
ing ofa Maria Callas Foundation in Paris, the
city where she died in 1977. Madame Vasso
Devetzi, conceit pianist and friend of the
Greek singer.outlmed the aims of the found-
ation. By 1983, it will be providing produc-
tion funds for operas all over the world and
sponsoring an international jury to judge the
world’s best productions.

“The foundation’s funds will be made
available to any opera company which needs
help, “Madame Devetri said. “For instance,

a common problem facing opera houses is

difficulty obtaining a balanced cast
“We wiD use the Callas name and the

financial contributions of her advisers to per-
suade leading artists to participate to ensure a
strong cast and provide the money to pay
them.”
The foundation would also make it poss-

ible to finance new operas by young compos-
ers who might be regarded as a commercial
risk.

The Callas magic still has tremendous
impact, making it comparatively easy for the
foundation to raise money, much of it coming
from Greece, afthough there have been offers
of help from aU over the world.

Callas herself set up a scholarship plan in
1 964 for Greek artists, and the official open-
ing fund-raising operation for the foundation
will be launched by the plan's first laureate,
Agnes^ Baltsa. The Greek soprano, one of
Von Karajan's favorite singers, will gjve a
concert at the Paris Opera on Dec. 1.

Schoolboys
create new
micro-computer

By a science correspondent

London — Three 18 year-old public
schoolboys working in their spare time
nave created a micro-computer system
which is expected to achieve sales worth
$2 million in the next year, earning each
jyjO.OOO in royalties. Alistair Melville,
William Morel and Christopher Thomas,
who produced theircomputer whilestudy-
ing at Scvenoaks School, near London,
will also each be paid £5,000 consultancy
fees by the firm making the machine.
The trio worked for weeks,

-

often
through the night. The result is a. machine
thatcan be used for accounting, invoicing,
data and word processing,and in libraries.
-Industrially ft can monitor quality and
weight controls. With the additfon of a
dynamic memory and a keyboard, the
micro-computerwill sell at under $5,000
later this year.

They negotiated theirown financial and
legal deals with 3b Digital Design and
Development Company which is man-
tdacturing the maefenfr. They have meet-
ings every, week with sales .representa-
tives.

- *
.
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Your Individual

Horoscope
===== Frances Drake

FOEFRIDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1981

Whatkind ofday will tomor-

row be? To find oat what the

slan say, read the forecast

given foryour birthSign.

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)

Misunderstandings are easi-

ly possible. Yon need to pause

and reflect before making
serious decisions. Partners

are helpful.

TAURUS M/TTP
{Apr. 20 toMay 20)

Avoid taking financia l risks.

Eliminating deception in

money deals requires care on

your part Progress comes
through self-discipline.

GEMINI
(May21 to June20)
Watch impulsive moves on

the home front Zt wont take

much to anger you. Routine

hobbies are favored. Be
realisticin romance.
CANCER
(June21toJu]y22)

Use care when
flnmplataunfinished tasksand

don't let things slide. Fate
problems aid don't give in to

escapism.

LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)

Avoid friends who waste
your time. Your loyalty will be
appreciated by others. An old

friend would like to hear from
you.

VIRGO .

(Aug. 23 toSept 22)

Do your .doty quietly and
you’ll make progress. Be less

self-centered in career deal-

ings and avoid speculative

schemes.

LIBRA &
(Sept 23 toOct 22) sat® «
Travel .plans are subject to

change. It’s not the best time

to seek advice. Avoid
arguments over ethics and
foQowyoorconscience.

SCORPIO m
(Oct 23 to Nov. 21)

Do further research regar-

ding an investment matter.

Put yonr accounts in order.

Theremay be some confusion

about thepayment of a.UIL

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)

Close ties may be close-

mouthed about what’s bother-

ing them. Social life is happier

in toe company of dear and
trusted friends.

CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22to Jan. 19)

Avoid long-shot career
gambles. Stick to tried-and-

true methods. Late evening

wanis against self-indulgence.

Be protective ofhealth.

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20to Feb. 18)

Educational or cultural pur-
suits are your best bet for a
good time. You may travel to

see an did friend. Do not mix
business and pleasure.

PISCES
(Feb. 19 toMar. 20)

Problems are possible

around home base. Be .con-

scientious and you’ll come up

with the right solutions.

Visitor? may cause, an-

noyances.
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5:45 Quran
(eUU Captain Nee

6-

25 HfA Chaparral

7-

15 YcJlow-aooe to tomorrow
8:10 Cel Smart

8:3$ Feature

10:15 D»c Cash Show
1040 Mv Friend Tony

KUWAIT
Channel 2
7:00 Quran
7:05 Cartoon*
7:30 Moppet Show
8.-00 New*
8: 1 5 Ramchanb
0:45 WRKP
10:00 International Zone
10:15 Stone

BAHRAIN
Channel 55

3:00 Quran
— Rdipota Talk

3:20 Program Preview

3:25 Cartoons

4-JO Arabic F3m

SAUDI ARABIA

Time Friday

1:00 Opening
1:01 Holy Oman
I r06 Program Review

1:07 Gems of Guidance
1:12 Light Marie

1:20 Oldies but Goodies
1:50 Mosic Roundabout
2:15 On Mam
2:25 RaSo Mafctasne

2:55 Light Mtsac
3:00 News
3:10 Press Review
3:15 Light Music
3:20 The Life of the Prophet

3:30 Selection of Music

3:45 Light Music
3:50 Closedown
EwnfagTrwunbfltai

Tfa* Friday

8:00 Opening
8:01 HWy Quran *
-8:06 Program Review
8.-07 Gems of Guidance

8:12 Light Music
.

8:15 OUandNew
8:45 Reflections ofA Morion
9:00 Hello

9:1 5 Aspects of Arab Criifizaoun

9:30 News
9:40 S. Cbnnde
9:45 Banquet
10:15 Obi Show ,

10:45 Today’s Short Story

11:00 Music of the Masters

11:45 A Rendezvous witb Dreams
12:00 Closedown.

BBC
Friday

0700 Newtek
0730 Letter from London -

0740 Waveguide
0745 Financial News
0755 Reflections

0800 World News
0809 Twenty— Rwr Hours:

News Summary
0830 Opcnta
0845 The World Today
0900 Newsdesk
0930 The Rewards of Mhtic
1000 World News
1009 Twony-Rwr Hours

Suamrary
1 030 Guitar Workshop
1045 Merchant Navy Program
1 100 World News
1109 Refections . .
7113 Dracnuncmo
1130 2nd. 9*.The5maH

hnrten: Life of Gendd
C Potter; 1 6th. 23rd. Frank

Mukr Goes Into-
1200 World News
1209

Langue Francaise
Loogncan d*oadcs

:

-FMnMqter:
— Ondc Comte: IliSS MqphnU daw la

hande da 253m.

— OudeMayaac : )485UhfeatzdMlahMie
da 202m.

Horatre
8h00 Ouvettnre;

8UI Vetsets El Cammcntaire:
Shlff- Motiqtte antique:
8bl5 Boniour;
Sh20 Vanetcs;

8b30 le Royaume da Maghreb;
8645 Orion Et Occident.

Motique;
Informations;

Lnmictc sur les mformatiotu:
Varietes:

Unc Emission de Varietes : Panorama:
Varietes;

Ootnre:

8hS0
9600
9hl0
9615
9630
9645
9h$8

Brsre
18600
18601
18610
18615
18630
18645
19615
19625
19630

19MG
19645
*9658

121571k World Today
1230 Financial News
1240 Look Ahead
1245 Music Now
0100 Merchant Navy

Program
0130 Business Matters

0200 World News
0209 News about

Britain

0215 In die Meantime
0225 Ulster Newsletter

0230 Meridian
0300 Radio Newsreel

0315 Jaez Cor the

Asking:

0345 Sports Round-up
0400 World News
0409 Twenty- Four
5 HounTtcw*

.

Summary
0430 Songs for dm Times

fex 30th, The Monstrous
Regiment of Women)
0515 Letterbox
0530 John Fed
0600 Radio Newsreel

Radio Pakistan
FRIDAY

Ouvmuic.
Verses Et Cmunrmaire;
Manque Claziique;

Varietes;

Emission Cnhurefle: la Chanson Arahe
EMissiou de Vazieus. les Grogcsteftet;

Evocations:

Murique:
biformatiom;
ArauaSie’ delaScmmnr.
Varietes:

CVrture.

VOA
FHdgy

0600 - 0700 Daybreak : News.
Regional and Tbpfcal Reports
0700 - 0800 The Breakfast

3x>w : News. Onforroal Preseo-

tabon
0800 - 0900 Daybreak / Break-
fast Show
1800 News Roundup
1 830 VOA Marine Stow
1900 Special EneKsfa News
1910 Special English Science

and Technology Report
1915 Special English Future :

The Ljvising Earth

.
1930 Oouutry Music USA
2000 News Roundup
2030 Dateline

2100 Special Engfish News

Meter "
rat*

(1800 -0100)
197 - 13260*
197 15205
255 11760
307 9760>
309 9700*
497 6040*
498 6015*
238

'

1260*

MORNING
Frequencies 17662. 17845. 21700 (KHZ)
Wavelengths J6.98, 16.81. 13^2 (meters)

7:45 Rd^ions Program
8:00 News
8:10 ReqnestMunc
8:45 Cnsuns Rates

9:00 News
9:30 Investment opponunxdes in Pakistan

9:03 Request Music

Evening
Frequencies: 17910, 21485, 21755 (kfaz)

Wavekssgdn: 16.74, 13.96, 13.79 (meters)

4:30 Religious Program
4:46 Request Musk
5:45 Mixed Melodies
6:00 News
6:15 Press Review

6:2J Qawalis (Devotional Music)

6:33 LatneoT MaO

JEDDAH
NaztoPbamuev
At-Madhoon Pbanuacy

Ai-Rawda Ptormacy
Asnrai nurmacy
MAKKAfi
AtJamil Phanuacy
Al-Araal Pbannacy
ALAnsari Pharmacy
Al-Snaqaa Pharinacy

TAflF

AJ-Sbohadi Pharmacy
Al-Shifa Pharmacy
Samran Pbannacy

RIYADH
AJ-Saqqaf Ptororacy

Al-Ra afa Pharmacy
Hagrada Pharmacy
Al-Saad Pharmacy
Al-Shathii Pharmacy

BAHA AMD HLRRSBf
AMtahwa Pbannacy
AI-Rafidi Pharmacy
DAMMAM

BA Makkab, Prince Mbh’al building

Medina Road, Jeddah Shopping Ccnetcr
ftflo 2, Makkah Road. At-Hatbi btdg.

Sharafia. Airport Street

Stdccn Street

AJyad
Jarwal

Al-Stdaymaacyyafa

Al-Shohada Street

KingFund Street

Al-Mesyid. Northern Shobada

Manfonha Main Street

ALShifa, AH0j« Street

AMChazzan Stteo, ALBakhera Bldg.

Teh,
6422441
6675447
6316748
6431952

S445601
5425039
54J4590
5730311

Akpart Street, fa Front of
Mimry Academy

Baba. Ratawatul Barr. Main Street

BHjinhi. ALMustawsaf Street

Shrams Pharauey
ALXHOBARAwTBOQOA

ALBareed (PM) Street 8326000

AJ-Haraynu Rmrraacy
OAT7T
AL-ShBh Phafraucy

R/UBMA

‘ ADchobor. near Al-ManTe Hoqfeal 8646822

ALEmara i'Govm»rau}Suw 8551 721

AMfcysJ Pharmacy
JUBAIL

„

King Fated Street 6670784

AkSbM?e Phnmmcy '

BOFTJF - , ,

Al-Marirare Street 4 3412064

ALMKm Rrarmney
.

AHMariraSuet 5823229

^zaaissi

by THOMAS JOSEPH

ACROSS 42 Go out Of

1 Noted business

comedienne 43 Cram

S Tijuana title « Banyan

10 Chinese port

11 Laundry

worker

13 Belasco

m Playpen

plaything

15 Stationer's

product

16 Reply

to Virginia

1? Noah's son

18 Clergyman

20 Greek letter

21 Bite

22 Went
punting

24 Okefenokee

possum
26 Fill the hold

27 Some exams
29 High in

pitch (mus.)

30 Meat cut

31 Card combo
34 Suffix

meaning
somewhat

35 Brother

Billy's niece

30 Chinese

dynasty

38 Groom's

milieu

40 Hairdo .

41 Hawthorne's

Prynne

orcatalpa

DOWN
1 Island

near Java

2 Set straight

3 Stunned

4 Scottish

waterfall

5 Air-raid

wpftjiag
w*0r,
si pr®

Yesterday’s Answer

9 Kindred 21

DS Filmed again Wednesday

U Pup's cry

19 Stringed

instrument

25 — podrida

24 Shine

25 Electro '3

brother

28 Grow flat

32 Corundum.

33 Jockey

Sande

37 Prwficament

59 Heat

measure

(abbr.)

40 Astern .

II Lf

DAILY CRYPTOQUOtE - Here’s how to work it;

A X YD L B A A X R
b LONGFELLOW

One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A is

used for the three L's, X for the two 0‘s. etc. Single letters,

apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are Ml
hints. Each day the code letters are different

CRYPTOQUOTES

LIH OZELKWUH ZE WRLIZWPr

ZL ZE RWQF LIH A2NEL ELHJ

LIKL URELE. - GGH. OT OHAAKWO
Yesterday’s Cryptoquote: GOD WILL NOT LOOK YOU OVER
FOR MEDALS, DEGREES OR DIPLOMAS, BUT FOR
SCARS.-ELBERTHUBBARD

Contract f
Bridge l
aaa

Bidding Quiz
You are Sooth and have the

Mowing hand:

AK987 <?KJ863 0A4 #10

LThe bidding has been

:

South West North East
1 Pass 2* Pass
2<?

i
Pass 4S? Pass

What would you bid now?
2. The bidding has been:

South West North East
14 Pass 20 ' Pass
2 V

7

Pass 30 Pass

What would you bid now?
3. The bidding has been:

North East South West
l* Pass 14 Pass
24 Pass 2<5> Pass
39? Pass 9

What would you bid now?
L Five diamonds. It is clear

from North’s jump to four
hearts that he has good trump
support and the values for an
opening bid. If he had only a
10-point hand and heart sup-
port, he would bid three
hearts, not four. North may
have any one of these three
bands:

4 VAQ72 0963 +AKB52
J5 C-Q974 OK8 +AQJ93
Q2 S7A952 073 *A9874

and you would want to be in

six with each of them.

Alternatively, over four
hearts, you could use
Blackwood, planning to bid six

hearts if partner showed one
or two aces. It is especially

important to bid six hearts if

North's, response to four

notrump indicates only one
ace. Many players shy away
from a slam when they learn

the opponents have an ace, but
here the missing ace is pro-

bably the only trick you will

lose.

2. Four diamonds. North
surely has at least six
diamonds, and A-x therefore

constitute adequate trunqi

support It is true that the

three diamond bid indicates

willingness to play the hand
under game , but, since you
have the A-x of diamonds in-

stead of the one or two low
ones you might have had, you
should show your extra values
by raising to four diamonds.

3. Four Hmmnnds. Even
though partner was willing to

have the bidding die at two
clubs, suggesting a minimum
opening, you should not yet
give up on 11k possibility of a
slam . The best way of showing
interest in slam is by a dia-
mond cuebid. If partner signs
off with four hearts, you’ll
have to accept his judgment
and pass. If he does anything
else, you should not settle for
less than six hearts.

ROBERT LOUIS
STEVENSON
0850 - 189^0 WHO
WAS BORM OKI
NOVEMBER. 13th.

WILLED HIS BIRTHDAY
TO A FRIEND—

WHO complained
HER BIRTHDAY
COINCIDED aim
CHtetSTMAS DAY

^5T0Pand GO
INSECT

WE TKDPICAL.
LANTERN FLY HAS
A RED LIGHT ON
ITS HEAD AMD A
GB6EM LIGHT
ON ITS TAIL

Thel _
HAMMERHEAD
.SHARK

HAS the widest Possible wew
OF ITS ENVIRONMENT BECAUSE
/TS EYES ARE LOCATED (W
EACH SIDE OF !7S HEAD
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Lists proposed sains

Poland defends IMF entry bid
ur a nr* * . . . . .WARSAW. Nov. 12 (AFP) - Comecon.

the Communist countries* economic com-
munity stands'to gain from Polish member-
ship of the International Monetary Fund
(IMF), which has just been formaDy applied
for. Finance Minister Marian Kreak said
Thursday in an interview with Pap News
Agency.

r '

The return of Poland to the IMF, which it
left in 1 950. “ will enable it to reinforce its
economy and thus its position within Com-
econ, " he said.

Another Comecon country. Romania was
already a member, and Hungary was prepar-

FAO budget

hike opposed
RO ME. Nov. 1 2 (R) — A British minister

came out strongly against a proposed rise in
the U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization
( FAO) budget saying little account had been
taken of the donors' views.
“My government is convinced that the

work can be done more cost-effectively"
British Minister for Overseas Development
Neil Marten told FAO's biennial conference
here.

“Every dollar that goes on administrative
expenses or activities of a lower priority is a
dollar lost in our contribution to some needy
project elsewhere,” he added.
FAO Director-General Edouard Saouma

has called for a rise in the biennial budget
from $278. million in 1980-1981 to $368 mil-
lion for 1982-1983. “The level of the I '982-

1 983 program ofwork and budget presents a
serious problem for the United Kingdom,"
said Marten.

mg to join, he noted.

IMF membership was needed if only
because half of Poland* s trade was with the
capitalist countries. “ It is no longer possible
to take no account of a body that plays such a
decisive role in world trade," Krzak said.

The finance minister said IMF entry would
help Poland overcome its current difficulties.

It could obtain loans to plug its trade gap and
boost the export of services as it took part in

IMF calls for finance.

But Poland could fully benefit only after
getting its own monetary system onto the
right lines. Economic reform should be based
on independent companies, particularly in

the case of those dealing in international

commerce. A broadening of scope was
needed in the banking sector.

IMF membership would require Poland to
supply precise details of its economic shua-.
tion. Although it had been doing this for
some time, the obligation would add to the
credibility of the government. Poland would
initially pay in $700 million to the fund, three
quarters of which would be in zlotys under

IMF rules.

In another development -concerning the
IMF, the granting of$3. 8 billion loan to India

by the fund has come under fire by Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi's political opponents
who said Wednesday in New Delhi that it

would weaken the country’s self-reliance and
make it subservient to the West.

Rarnaswamy Venkataraman, Mrs. Gan-
dhi

1

s finance minister, and other government
officials, meanwhile, welcomed the IMF
Board*s action in Washington Monday grant-
ing the loan, to be spread over three years.

The United States board member abstained
because of expressed doubt that the mag-
nitude of the loan was justified, but voiced
hope that it would strengthen India's
economy. Former Janata Party General Sec-
retary Subramaniam Swamy called in a

statement India’s acceptance of the loan con-
ditions a sharp “ ideological shift to much
dependence on the Western capitalist sys-

tem.
”

ftiabrevts Economy

. Japan trade
51£* surplus hits
Miceming the | 1 -m

ftettyPrime •X U fiZCLFtC

PAGE 11

Dollar, riyal remain stable

TOKYO, Nov, 12 (AFP) — Japanese
trade figures for October showed another
surplus, the ninth in a row, although itwas not
as big as September's, the Finance Ministry
announced Thursday.

The surplus was $2.16 billion against pre-

vious month’s $2.32 billion. In October last

year, there was $131 billion deficit.

Last month,Japan had a S

1

S2 billion surp-
lus with the United States against previous
$1.76 billion. The first nine months showed a

surplus with the U.S. of$10.74 billion double
-that of a year earlier.

- The surplus with Europe was $91 2 million
against $971 million. The surplus since the
stan of the year was $8.8 billion.

Japan's October exports were 13.5 percent
up in value from a year earlier and imports
down 7.2 percent.

Disquiet persists overReagan policy
WASHINGTON, Nov. 12 (AFP) — Pres-

ident Ronald Reagan's declared resolve to

stick to his economic recovery program has

failed to end disquiet over his policy, obser-
vers noted here.

Anxiety is felt among politicians and in the
business community. And it seems to have
become more intense with the views of Budget
- Director David Stockman appearing in the
esteemed Atlantic Monthly magazine.
Stockman, who is the chief architect of

Reagan's budget program, said that the fuss a

few months ago about government-backed

ANZECS UNES
KANGOUROU
VOY i030

THE ABOVE MENTIONEDVESSEL
IS DUE TO ARRIVE JEDDAH ON

11/11/1981 . .

Consigneesare kindl^iequested to

take delivery ofihacDargo

- PORTS AUTHORITY
JEDDAH ISLAMIC PORT

SHIP MOVEMENTS UPTO 0700 HOURS ON
16TH MOHARRAM 1402H2TH NOVEMBER 1981

1. SHIPS DISCHARGING :

Berth Name of Vessel

la. Saudi Makkah
4. Edinburgh Universal

5. Charbo
7. Socrates

6. Konkar Poseidon

9. Continental Merchant

11. Saudi Enterprise

13. Golden Bahrain

15. Amal
16. Kai Mam
ia Ionian Carrier

20. MA Ulusoy

21. Interactivity

22. An Hsing

Z RECENT ARRIVALS:
Neptune Spinel

Serpa Pinto

Salvia Star

Amal
Golden Bahrain

Roland Pacific

Edinburgh Universal

MA Ulsoy
Frankfurt Express

Kangarou
Ming Hope
Mercandian Trader

Agent

Fayez
Star
Abdallah
AA
A.E.T.

Absaadca
MESA
ElHawi
Sadaka
Alireza

Rolaco
O.C.E.
Baghdadi
O.C.E.

A.E.T.

Alsaada
SFTC
Sadaka
ElHawi
S.N.L
Star
OC.E.

Alireza

AJatas

Minco
Orri

Type of Cargo

Contrs/Ro-Ro
Reefer
Gen/Contrs.
Bagged Barley
Gen/Garlic
Con-Cyl-PpriGen.
Cat. Feed/StJTim/Gen.
Cont/Gen.
To Load Gen. & Cars

Containers
Bulk Cement
Reefer
Bagged Barley
Steel/TTm/Gen/Cont

Contrs/Gen.
Ptpes/Ttles/Gen.

General
To Load cars/Gen.

Cants/Gen.
Containers
Reefer
Reefer

Containers
ContsIReefer

Conts/To Load MTYs
Ro Ro Units

Ait. Date

n.iyn

10.11.81

5.11.81

11.11.81

12.lf.81

11.11.81

611.81
10.11.81

11.11.81

KING ABDUL AZIZ PORT DAMMAM
SHIP MOVEMENT UPTO 0700 HOURS ON

12.11.81/16.1.1402 — CHANGES OF THE PAST 24 HRS.

Silva Plana

Asia No.-12

Emma Methenitis

Stephanos
Glau Chau
Halle •

Ibn Zuhr
Fuchun Kiang

Sang Jin

Aegis Heroic

Lichiang
Willow
Kosovo
Nedlloyd Bahrain

Happaglloyd Trier

Austral i Maru
Commandant Revsllo

Stratheden

Union Caribbean

Tang Shan
Pegasus
Hui Yang
La. Estencia (D.B.)

Arabian Luluah

Ocean Trader (D.B.)

Gosaibi

SMC
UEP
UEP
UEP
Kanoo
Kanoo
Orri

SEA
Alsaada
Atsaad
Gosaibi

Kanoo
Kanoo
Alireza

A6T
AET
Kanoo
Sapte
Orri

Orri

Orri

. Alsabah
Barber
Globe

BulkWheat
General
Gen/$t»el

Gen/Steel

GerVCont
General
General
loading Urea
Gen/Timber
General
Gen/Rice ,

Steel Pipes
Genral
GsnJCont
General
Containers
Containers
General

Rice in Bags
General
Steel Bars

General
Bulk.Cement.

.

Cement Silo VSL
Bulk Cement

11.11.81

6.11.81

9.11.81

7.11.81

10.11.81

11.11.81

11.11.81

8.11.81

1Z11.81
9.11.81

10.11.81

9.11.81

10.11.81

1111.81
10.11.81

12.11.81

11.11.81

11.11.81

11.11.81

6.11.81

10.11.81

11.11.81

22,10.81

27.10:77

30.10.81

“supply side" economics (the theory that tax

cuts boost investment and output) was
intended to get Congress to agree lower taxes

that would benefit the rich in particular.

Supply side champions say that more
money for taxpayers means they will save

more, leading to a rise in investment, produc-

tion and federal government revenue.

Stockman was at first seen as a supply side

proponent; but be has shown recently that he

does not subscribe to the whole package. He
is now urging increased taxes with a view to

trimming the increasing budget shortfall.

It is thischange of heart, coupled with the

present recessionary climate, that is worrying

some Republican congressmen, pans of the

business world, and people close to Reagan.

The Republican congressmen, moreover,
have one eye focused on next November's
mid-term congressional elections.

Ronald Reagan himself has said he “will

not thrown in the sponge ” despite the reces-

sion and the pressure directed at him these

days.

He scolded Wall Street for its pessimism a

few months back, and hasjust rejected prop-

osals for increased ' taxes put forward by

Republican leaders in the Senate in order to

bring the budget gradually into balance by

1984. On Tuesday, he confirmed what his

immediate aides had been hinting that he had
given up his initial aim of a balanced budget
in 1984.

He also warned Republicans in Congress
that, if they balked at voting his proposed
budget spending cuts, he would veto any bill

that failed to line up his own intentions. This
was in the interests of taxpayers, he affirmed.

Evidently, Reagan is counting on his popular-

ity among the taxpayers to get his proposals

through Congress, win his economic wager
and lead the nation out of a recession that has

taken it by surprise.

For Democrat Vice President Walter
Mondale appears keen to use the uneasiness

over the president's policy to rally his party,

and no doubt to position himselffor the 1 984
presidential election.

Mondale has started a kind of whistle-stop

tour of the country, asseting that Ronald
Reagan is conducting an incoherent policy.

In so manywords, he is saying thajReagan
is simultaneously pushing the accelerator and

the brake, that is, cutting taxes too much
while adopting a “ monetarist1

' approach that

produces sky-high interest rates.

No vehicle can stand up to that kind of

treatment, he suggests.

By JJI. Hammond

JEDDAH. Nov. t2 — With most of the

U.S. banks shut Wednesday night in New
York, there was little activity on the Euro-

pean exchangesThwsday. it was notonly the

United States banks that were shut for

Armistice Day but also banks in France and

Belgium.
The dollar was also steady against most

currencies because there were little fluctua-

tions in Eurodollar deposit rates, with deal-

ers attributing any such fluctuations to

commercial orders. On the local markets,

Thursday saw an extremelv quiet day on the

money markets, with riyal_ deposit rates

remaining stable for most of the day. Little

activity was reported though.

It would seem that Eurodollar deposit

rates have stabilized for the time being at

just under the 14 percent level of the shor-

ter tenors, with under 14 V2 percent for the

longer tenors. The money markets were
heartened by the fact that the Federal

Reserve Board of New York was not rush-

ing Coo hastiy into reducing its “Fed Funds"
prime lending rate which closed at 17 per-

cent levels Tuesday. As such. Eurodollar

deposit rates hare rallied slightly.to take the

One- month to 13 11/16 percent and the

one-year to 12 — 12 Vz percent.

On the European exchange markers

Thursday, the dollar was relatively steady

against most currencies, but the British

pound advanced slightly on rumors of a
British consideration to join the European
Monetary System (EMS). The poundwhich
had dropped to 1 .8730 went back to 1 .SS30
Thursday. In other currency news, the
German mark was quoted at 2.2080, but
later fell to 2.2120 levels in quiet trading.

The French francwas stable at 5.5S7U levels

for most of the day with few dealers willing

to take a position on that currency while the
Paris bourses were shut. The yen. however,
was weaker at 22S.0U levels, failing to make
another significant impact back to the
225.DO levels reached a week ago.

On the local markets, spot dollarfriyal

levels opened at 3.4200- 10 in the morning,

but by close of business the. price had risen

to 3.4202-10 indicating some demand for

the American currency both from interbank

and commercial sources. On the money
markets, riyal deposit rates were firm in

genera] but there were few bids in the mar-
ket ai the quoted prices. When actual deals
were done, it was sometimes by as much as 1

— 1 V: percent below the quoted levels. In

Jeddah, the one month JIBOR rate was
quoted at 8 — 8 Vs on opening and
remained at that level for most of the day.

while the one-year fixed rate was quoted at

12 '4 a 13 4 percent. Short-term funds
were still quoted wide with one-week funds
opening at 2 — 4 percent and overnight

funds at 1 — I *4 percent.

U.S,officialwoos alien capital
By Alan Kenney

JEDDAH, Nov. 12 — John Lindsey, spe-

cial trade representative for New York City,

held a meeting with Chamber of Commerce
officials here Friday to discuss the city's

efforts to boost international trade. Lindsey
also is the former mayor of New York City

and a former U.S. Senator. .

In an interview with Arab News, Lindsey

said he not only represented the city, but also

the state of New York and the New York-

New Jersey Port Authority in the effort to

boost-trade. According, to Lindsey, \yho is

workingm a private capacity so that he can fie

“helpful to the community and the city,” his

sfopover in the Kingdom results from the

increasing tiufribers of Saudi' Arabian people

comihg to New York for trade business.

“At the last count there were 600,000jobs

Latin AmericaVforget-us-not’ plea to Spain
MADRID, Nov. 12 ( R)— Spain’s deter-

mination to join the European Economic

Community (EEC) has prompted urgent

requests from its former colonies in Latin

America not to forget them.

Eronomic ministers and finance officials

from 12 Latin American countries, Portugal

and'Spain met in Madrid last week to weigh

the repercussions of EEC membership of

Spain’s relatively modest but potentially

extensive economic links with the region.

Latin American delegates, fearful of the

consequences but even more mindful of the

opportunities, adopted a final conference

document with Spain stating that EEC mem-
bership should not be allowed to obstruct

current trade relations ortheirdevelopment.

Peruvian Prime Minister Manuel Ulloa

said Spain could act as Latin America's

spokesman within the community, working
to improve the region’s trading conditions

with the EEC Spain had a special relation-

ship with the Arab world and could perhaps
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attract badly needed funds to Latin America

from wealthy Middle East oil exporters, he
added.
The Peruvian leader said that in return,

Spain could reap the benefits of acting as

broker to oneofthe world's richest develop-

ment areasTwith preferential access to its

mineral and energy sources. Spain would join

the EEC supported by a region that would

number 500 million inhabitants by the year

2000, Ulloa added. Conference sources

made it clear that Spain would be the loser if

it chose to ignore this opportunity.

One Latin American delegate said pri-

vately: “Spain needs us more than we need

her ... and of course she could not expect to

continue enjoying the rather preferential

treatment she has been given in the past.”

Another delegate, in a speech calling for a

more vigorous Spanish economic presence in

Latin America, warned that Canadians,

Japanese and others without the benefits ofa
common heritage were now showing interest

in Spanish-speaking America and busfly forg-

ing special relationships. The final document,
based on a detailed study of Iberian-

Arnerican economic relations, called forjoint

efforts to stimulate the flow of trade, tech-

nology and investment.

The report on Spanish economic relations

with Latin America said they were now mod-
est but showed potential for rapid growth.

The study showed that since the 1973 o0
crisis, EEC commerce with Latin America
had declined steadily while trade with Spain
increased despite heavy surpluses favoring

the region.

This has been balanced by Spanish surpluses

on its service account with the region, mainly
through investment and technical assistance

hearings but also from tourism. Latin

America has absorbed more than half of
Spain’s overseas investment in the last 17
years.

The report said that most of this had been

directed toward the largest regional powers
— Argentina, Venezuela, Brazil and Mexico
— mokly through minority Spanish partici-

pation in local enterprises. The bulk of this

investment had come from middle-sized

Spanish companies, commercial banks and

as a result of foreign trade, and 50 percent of

those jobs are filled by New Yorkers," Lind-

sey said. He added that one new’ business

building in mid-town Manhattan is more than

half filled with foreign business firms. Out of
300 firms that are foreign, total counted

assets amount to $130 billion, Lindsey said.

The former New York City mayor said

there is a growing trend in the United States

to stem foreign trade because of the weak
economy. However, be will testify in the near

future to the Senate to maintain international

trade agreements since the competition is

mon; fifesStive than short-term remedies that,

cause long-term problems. “But the essence

of reciprocal trade is that it is reciprocal

”

Lindsey emphasized.

Lindsey said that the United States

is still the top exporter and pointed

out that Saudi Arabia and the U.S. were

bound by strong trade links.
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Romania caught between devil and deep sea
BUCHAREST, Nov. 12(R)— Romania

appears to be caught in the son- of- classic

squeeze that would give any government
nightmares.

On the one hand, its neglected agricul-

ture is running down and there are food
shortages described here as the worst since

the end of World War IL On the other,

Bucharest is forced to maintain or even step

up .;-its food exports to the West for hard
currency to repaysome $5.8 billion in debts

to Western commercial banks, over40 per-

cent of it due this year.

“The govenunent appears to be trying a
delicate balancing act —- keeping its people
satisfied on the one hand and Western cre-

ditors on the other,'* one Western expert

said. What proportion of the blame for the
current shortages can be put on export

priorities, the weather, or the country's
inefficient farming sector is difficult Go
judge in the absenceof official figures.

But Western experts agree that, with

Romanian industrial goods becoming
increasingly less competitive on interna-

tional markets, the importance of its

agricultural exports is now greater than
ever.

Austria -reported total imports from

Romania in the first nine months of this

year, including food, were to 20 percent up
on the same period last year. Lamb and

vegetables are exported to the Middle East

to pay for oil, while beef finds markets in

Western Europe and the United States.

One informed Romanian source said the

proportion of ' agricultural products in

Romania's total hard currency exports was
around 50 percent in value terms, a very
high figure.

Bucharest appears to be trying to avoid
having to reschedule its debts by asking
Western firms to postpone payment
demands. Western experts said. Bankers in

Vienna said Romania had also persuaded
several Western banks to roll over short-

term credit lines. A feet amidst all uncer-

tainties is that bread, cooking oil and sugar

arebeingrationed forthe firsttimesincethe
war. •

,

The allowance is 400 grams (just under a

pound) offlour-based productsa day, and a

kilo (2.2 nr»»mds).of sugar and a liter (1.8

pints) of oil a month. Romanian officials

said there was no real shortage of food. But
rationing had been introduced to stop peo-

ple buying up food and reselling it on the

black market at inflated prices, causing false

shortages.

They said rationing was also to prevent

country people coming into the towns to
buy subsidized bread to feed livestock

raised on private plots. They hoped ration-

ing might also reduce the country's intakeof
starchy foods.

The officials added that normal supplies

of food had been restored but evidence of
major shortages of a wide variety of foods
and other consumer goods here is plain.

Long queues form for milk, eggs, bread,
meat, fruit and vegetables. Much of the
produce is inferiorwhen available.The big-
gest queues now are for grapes. Romanian
President Nicolae Ceausescu said lastweek
that this year's grape crop was the biggest

ever.

Bucharest -residents said food supplies in

the capital were generally better than in

other towns, particularly following a gov-
ernment decree spying each district must be
self-sufficient in baric food.

Amid -reports that Romanians were
swarming into neighboring Bulgaria to buy
relatively abundant food them the Sofia
government last week announced strict

bans on export of foodstuffs.

The winter ahead looks like it will be

hard. Western experts estimated that the

maze crop was 25 percent down on last

year, meaning many animals will have to be

slaughtered because of lack of fodder.

President Ceausescu said the grain har-

vest was satisfactory, excedmg 20 million

tons. The planned target was 23.7 million

tons, compared with a 1980 target of 26
million tonsactual production of20.2 mil-

lion tons.
' Weather played its part, but Western
experts generally agreed that poor coordi-

nation, lack ofincentives, inadequate use of

fertilizers and erratic distribution were to

blame.

There is also a serious manpower prob-

lem, with able-bodied men abandoning the

land for better pay and conditions in the

towns, leaving often back-breaking farm-
work without modern tools in the hands of
women and old men,

‘President Ceausescu acknowledged ear-
lier this year that the government had neg-
lected fanning in its eagerness to industral-

ize Romania, which has the lowest standard
of living in the Soviet bloc.
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Anniversary disrupted

Strikes hit Poland
as peace talks set

U.S. taking steps to end
CubanHnterventionism ’

WASHINGTON. Nov. 12 (AP) — U.S.

Secretary of State Alexander Haig declared
Thursday that the United States is taking
steps to show that the risks of Soviet-

supported Cuban “interventionism" in

Central America go beyond any strategic

advantage sought by Moscow and Havana.
Appearing before the House Foreign

Affairs Committee, Haig was questioned
about recent reports of U.S. contingency
plans involving possible military' moves
against Cuba to retaliate for Cuba' s support
of leftist guerrillas in El Salvador.

Haig responded that there was now an
“increasing lever of Cuba activity in the
Western hemisphere in the wake of Cuba's
dispatching of troops and advisers to

Angola, Ethiopia and South Yemen during
the late 1970s.
“Now 1 think it behoves the United

States, as we have done, to make it clear to

all concerned that this kind of activity is a

profound danger to world peace and stabil-

ity," the secretary said.

Haig did not disclose any specifics about
U.S. contingency plans regarding Cuba.
However, he warned that it is “essential”

for the United States not only to provide
economic aid to central America, but also to

demonstrate that the risks of Soviet-Cuban

intervention “exceed whatever advantages
they seek for themselves."

Earlier, the U.S. secretary of stale said

the recent wave of peace demonstrations in

western Europe “does not mean that our
European allies are going ‘neutral

1

or that

they are abandoning NATO."
Instead, Haig said the Soviet intervention

in Afghanistan and the recent violation of

neurrai Sweden’s territory by a Soviet sub-

marine “should dispel the illusion that

neutrality confers immunity."

“The Reagan administration is fully

committed to the Camp David accords

which have not only brought peace between

Egypt and Israel, but provides the basis for

broader participation as well." Haig said.

He noted that the Middle East today is

“ marked by a consensus of strategic con-

cern about the threats posed by the Soviet

Union and its allies."

In a statement reviewing overall goals of

U.S. foreign policy. 'Haig applauded the

Senate’s narrow vote to approve AWACS
radar planes for Saudi Arabia and called on
Congress to provide the foreign aid funds

and other support which the administration

needs to carry out its foreign policy.

“Throughout the world we are showing

that we have a broad and practical program
to foster respect for individual liberty, to

preserve peace, to increase security and to

promote development," he testified. But

Haig cautioned that 4* ifwe are to conduct an

effective policy directed toward these goals.

Congress must provide the necessary

resources."

Haig made only a brief mention of strife-

torn El Salvador in his prepared statement

for the hearing. He said that in El Salvador,

“our aid for peaceful reform and free elec-

tions must be accompanied by assistance to

counter outside intervention.

On submarine episode

Soviet charges refuted

WARSAW. Nov. 12 (Agencies) — Poland
was hit by worker and student strikes Thurs-
day as the government and the Solidarity free

trade union set a date for talks in search of
political and social peace.

The two sides agreed to meet in Warsaw
Tuesday following talks last week between
church, government and union leaders which
explored the possibility of forming a national

front to pull the country out of its 16-

montb-old crisis.

But Poland’s leading Communist hard-
liner, politburo member Stefan Olszowski,
said in a speech published Thursday that the
ruling party would not surrender its leading
role. Olszowski told workers in Legnica, site

of the Soviet Union's biggest army base in

Poland, there would be no sell-out! that the
party would never agree to a coalition gov-
ernment, and it had no intention of granting
Solidarity access to mass media.

His tough stand was seen as an opening
stake for next week’s talks which Solidarity

wants to include access to mass media, free

local elections and other controversial issues.

The politburo hardliner also warned again
that strikes would have to be outlawed ifthey
continued to disrupt the economy.
“ Unless Solidarity acts effectively to pre-

vent strikes, definite anti-strike laws win have
to be introduced. This will mean restriction of

Balloonists to cross

U.S. west coast today
ALBURQUERQUE, New Mexico, Nov.

12 (AFP) — The sky-scraper high balloon

trying for he First trans-Pacific crossing is

expected to cross the west coast of the

United States early Friday, a spokesman said

here-Thursday.

The four-man in crew of the helium-filled

Double Eagle V has already broken baioom

distance records after setting off near

Nagashima on Japan's Pacific coast at 3:05

(1805 GMT) Monday.
By late Wednesday, the several-story high

balloon had passed the 5,330 km. (3,310

miles) mark. The previous record was set by

the Double Eagle U on the first trans-Atlantic

balloon voyage in 1978 when it traveled

5,000 krns (3,107 miles).

Sources in Alburquerque — the center of

U.S. balloon enthusiasts — said the balloon

will cross the California coast Friday near San

Luis Obispo, about military between Los

COPENHAGAN, Nov. 12 ( Agencies) —
Danish Prime Minister Anker Joergensen

announced Thursday that his 25-monlb-old

minority Social Democratic government had

faDen because of its defeat in a parliamentary

vote on a financial reform package.

Following Joergensen's announcement in

parliament, political analysts said they

expected a general election would be held on

Dec. 8.

Negotiations between the government and

three small non- Socialist support parties

broke down Wednesday over the issue of

requiring pension and insurance funds to

invest large portions of their future interest

interests.

In a related development, Rasbed Abdul-
lah, the UAE minister of state for foreign

affairs, has said that the defense ministers of

GCC stares will discuss in their forthcoming

meeting the concepts of the army chiefs of

staff on military and security cooperation

among the member states. He added that the

foreign ministers of the GCC states will

review rhe outcome of the meeting of the

defense ministers, which will concentrate on
the ways of safeguarding the security, stabil-

ity and independence of the region through

the member states themselves.

Abdullah said that the resolutions of the

GCC summit have created a general trend

toward the unification of the hopes and aspi-

rations of the Gulf region. He added that the

economic agreement will create among the

peoples of the Gulf a sense of belonging to

the region.

Sweden

76 — Guadeloupe; 72 — Albania, Para-

guay; 74— Kuwait; 73 — Mexico Reunion;

71 — Colombia, Mauritius, Philippines; 69

China; 68— Brazil, Ecuador, Thailand; 66—
Malaysia; 64— Dominican Republic, El Sal-

vador,

62— Peru; 61 — Babarain; 55— Turkey,

Guatemala. Nicaragua, Syria, Veitnam; 53

—

South Africa; 51 — Botswana, Bungk. Hon-
duras; 48 — Cape Verde, Lesotho,
Indonesia; 47 — Tunisia, Jordan;

46— Zimbabwe; 45— Iraq, Libya; 43 —
Bolivia, Comoros, Egypt, India, Iran, 41 —
Algeria, Madagascar. Moroco; 40 — Cam-

civil liberties" Olszowski said.

There were signs Thursday that the strike

front was expanding, and students joined in

with a six-hour strike which closed half of
Poland’s 105 universities and colleges.

The students, who have been quiet since
the emergence of Solidarity-linked indepen-
dent union last spring, were supporting strik-

ers in a college in Radom and demanding that

parliament enact a new liberal education law.

The Radom strikers were seeking the dis-

missal^ the rector of their engineering col-

lege. Some faculties in Warsaw University
began an indefinite occupation strike.

In the other developments, the official

press said a wreath-laying ceremony Wed-
nesday by the controversial Grunwald
wreath-laying ceremony Wednesday by the
controversial Grunwald Patriotic Associa-
tion to mark Independence Day was dis-

rupted by a group of unidentified youths who
disconnected the group's loudspeaker
equipment.

Solidarity, staged separate ceremonies to

commemorate Poland
1

s re-emergence as an
independent state in 1918.

Until Solidarity's emergence last year as

the Soviet bloc's’ s only independent trade

union movement, the anniversary was offi-

cially ignored by the Communists and
observed only in churches and at small

dissident-led ceremonies.

On the strike front a call went out from the

leaders of the 40,000 employees in dairy

cooperatives. They called a one-hour stop-

page Monday in support of demands for pay
increases and a new charter, the PAP news
agency reported. The dairy workers
threatened an indefinite strike Nov. 23 if

their demands were not met
A strike by newspaper vendors and dis-

tributors in four provinces spread to the

towns of Pila and Chodziez, northwest of
Warsaw. A strike by 150.000 workers in

Zielona Gora province went into its fourth

week, but no talks with the government to

end it were scheduled.

Solidarity leader Lech Walesa warned
2,500 striking miners in Sosnowiec to be pre-

pared for government action against them
that could result in violence.

The miners have been out for two weeks,
since chemicals were thrown during a union
rally and injured 60 persons. The strikers are

demanding that those responsible be
punished, but no arrests have been
announced.

support — notably public housing, agricul-

ture, and manufacturing industry.

The support parties, backed up by pension
institutions and insurance companies,
insisted on a voluntary arrangement, while

the ruling social democrats were under pres-

sure from major labor organizations to main-
tain the compulsory principle built into the

plan as well as to press for a profit sharing

law.

The earliest date the 25-month-old gov-

ernment can call an election is Dec. 8, which
will overlap local elections being held on
Nov. 17. Recent polls indicate no dramatic
shifts in parliamentary representation can be
expected as a, result of national elections now.

bodia, Uganda; 39— Kenya; 38— Pakistan;

37 — Papua-New Guinea; 36 — Haiti.

Sudan;
35 — Bangladesh, Ghana. Swaziland; 34

— United Arab Emirates; 33 — Yemen
Democratic Republic; 32 — Zaire; 31 —
Laos, Tanzania; 30 — Malawi; 29 — Saudi
Arabia; 28 — Equatorial Guinea, Ivory

Coast, Zambia;
27 — Cameroon, Congo, Rwanda, Sierra

Leone, Togo, Yemen Arab Republic; 26 —
Liberia; 25— Gambia, Mozambique, Nepal.

Nigeria, Senegal; 23— Benin, Bumdi; 21 —
Gabon;

20— Ethiopia, Guinea; 19 — Somalia; 18

— Afghanistan, Central African Republic,

Chad; 17— Mauritania; 16— Angola. Upper

Volta; 15 — Mali; 13 — Niger, 12 —
Guinea-Bissau.

u.s.
loosen its military ties to the U.S. and to avoid

further criticism by Arab States.

Oman, along with Somalia and Kenya,

agreed last year to give U.S. military forces

during an emergency in the Middle East

access to its military facilities. As pan of the

plan for developing the RDF, the U.S. is

upgrading some facilities and building addi-

tional ones at three places in Oman.

Construction at an Omani air base on Mes-

sirah Island is already underway, and the U.S.

is to spend a total of$250 million in Oman on

building or refurnishing military facilities.

The construction originally scheduled for

Thumrait included petroleum and ammuni-

tion storage, maintenance fatalities and an

aircraft parking apron. Similar facilities,

primarily for aircraft support, are planned at

the other sites.

STOCKHOLM. Nov. 12 (AP) — Sweden
has refuted Soviet allegations that Stockholm

had distorted facts about the Russian sub-

marine that grounded near a Swedish naval

base. It has also said itwas“ remarkable" that

Moscow did not “with a single word"’ men-
tion allegations that the boat carried nuclear

weapons.

‘“We did not know ifwe would get any final

official Soviet statement, but now that it has

come we find it remarkable that it does not

with a single word mention our most serious

protest, about the presence of nuclear

weapons aboard," Foreign Minister Ola UH-
sten said in a television interview Wednesday
night.

Earlier in .the day, Sweden’s ambassador to

Moscow received the statement from the

Soviet government. “We have accounted for

all facts, and where we are not sure we have

stated so." UUsten said, firmly denying Rus-
sian accusations about “distoring facts".’.

“The Swedish military made a thorough
investigation, and found that it is impossible

for a boat to go so wrong through naviga-

tional error. The error was made when the

sub run aground,” already well inside Swed-
ish military protected zone on Oct. 27, Ull-

sten said.

“We are also surprised about the slipshod

language from official Soviet quarters,” UI1-

sten said, referring to vague phrases such as

“what sober-minded person...can suppose
that".

As for strong Swedish suspicions “ border-
ing on complete certainty” that the sub car-

ried nuclear warheads, “we could have
straightened that out without any publicity

whatsoever.” the foreign minister said.

Haig said

optimistic

on arms cut

negotiations
WASHINGTON. Nov. 12 (AP) — Nor-

way's Foreign Minister Svens Stray said

Wednesday that Secretary of State Alexan-

der Haig is “fairly optimistic” about pros-

pects for upcoming negotiations with the

Soviet Union on reducing nuclear weapons in

Europe.
Stray, who represents Norway’s new Con-

servative government, met with Haig at the

State Depanment. Afterward. Stray said he

believes that the Soviet proposal to create a
nuclear-free zone in Scandinavia is an
attempt to dive a wedge between the member
governments of the North Atlantic alliance,

but that it will probably fail.

Speaking with reporters at the Norwegian
Embassy, Stray said Haig based his optimism

on successfully concluding negotiations to

reduce Soviet and Western nuclear forces m
Europe was partly on discussions with the

other side and. possibly, due to interest of the

Soviet side.”

He portrayed the Soviets as interested in

results because ofseriouseconomic problems
which would' only be made worse by a

renewed full-scale arms race.
44And ofcourse

it would be something which we all would be
very happy if it could come to some results,”

Stray said. “And 1 may add, especially in

Europe, we are concerned about it.” The
U.S.-Soviet talks begin Nov. 30 in Geneva.

On the Nordic nuclear-free zone proposal.

Stray said his government isnow studying the

idea
,4
a bit more believing the topic may

eventually be brought into overall arms
negotiations.

44 My personal opinion is that I

tend to agree with views expressed here in

Washington that it’s very difficult to see how
this idea could be a useful part of a solution,"

Stray said.

Stray was asked ifNorway has any concern
over recent statements from leading U.S.
officials over nuclear policy in Europe,
including the question of whether a nuclear

war might be confined to the European con-
tinent without escalating to a nuclear

exchange between the two superpowers.
Stray indicated he believes the issue is

more one ofan unclearchoice ofwords rather

than substance.
4* No, I can’ t really see thatwe

have any feats about the security policies of
the United States,” Stray said.” ... I don’t

think there is any^disagreement in any of the

NATO governments about U.S. policy in the

defense field.”

Moscow finds

Reagan war
ideas‘absurd’

MOSCOW, Nov. 12 (R) — The Soviet
Union has attacked President Ronald
Reagan's assertion that a limited nuclear war
could be fought in Europe and branded his

ideas dangerous and absurd.

The official news agency Tass said Wed-
nesday Reagan’s remarks on nuclear policy at
a press conference Tuesday showed that
Washington and Moscow held opposite views
on the possibility of restricting any nuclear
exchange.
“The American concept of a limited nuc-

lear war stems from the absurd assumption
that in the event of the United States making
first use of nuclear weapons, the Soviet
Union win follow nuclear war scenarios
worked out in Washington,” Tass said.

In the Soviet view, any idea ofcrossing the
nuclear threshold to fire warning shots or
explode small warheads in a battle must be
considered “extremely dangerous,” Tass
added.

During his press conference, Reagan had
reiterated his view that an exchange with tac-
tical nuclear weapons in a European battle
would not necessarily lead to the United
States and Soviet Union firing strategic mis-
siles at each other.

Tass said: “Those who possibly hope to set

ablaze the nuclear -powder keg; while them-
selves sitting snugly away from it should not
entertain illusions."

It said the U.S. leadership believed there
was 44

a kind of Rubicon on the way to nuclear
catastrophe” — that only the use of strategic

missiles, not tactical warheads, would be a
critical point in any military action.

Tass raid the Soviet Union rejected this

idea. It quoted President Leonid Brezhnev as
ruling out in a recent interview the possibility

of a limited nuclear war. He was also quoted
as saying that any exchange with atomic arms
“would inevitably assume worldwide charac-
ter.”

Tass suggested the United States had.
always been eager to use atomic weapons. It

said that in 1945 the United States had
reduced two Japanese cities to ashes and
since then had considered using nuclear arin^
against North Korea and twice against Viet-
nam. “Many more examples could be men--,
tioned,” the agency added.

Good Morning
By Jihad Al KtuotB . .

Mention the vtonl
', acadernic"and

immediately an image arises.; a' chap in

tweeds goingaround saying “on the one
hand this and on the other that and it

wouldn't do to be hasty” a person who
would find ten problems for eveiy solu-

tion, who hums and ho's for a long time

before conceding that. yes. the sun dues

come out from the East ...

But to this image of a careful disin-

terested inquirer wc must add the other

one of the academic as go-getter, as

interested in arming his students with the
wherewithal for the quick financial kilt—
that and nothing else. And it is such an

academic I found mentioned in an article

recently who, without any heating about

the bush, has designated her course some-

thing like “How to Many a Rich Man.”
Imagine the heartache this saves among
all those coeds who waste their times

debating whether it's at all moral or desir-

able to marry a rich man given whw that

philosopher said or that sociologist coun-

seled. Just learn the rules and go get the

sucker.

Now the academic ladywho is giving the

course appears to be. shad we say, some-

what less than absolutely certain about Us

moral foundations. For she denies that

she's doing it was a case of preaching what

one has already practiced.

Herown story is that of marrying, when
being too young to really think about it, a

man who soon died and left her with the

loot. Thiswoke up to the fact (hat here was
a completely new field of study whose
benefits could very easily he spread far

and wide.

As to what is being taught in the course

(rich men will learn with relief there’s no

question of improving the students' grasp

of that part of chemistry which deals with

poisons), it turnsout that h is mainly such

rules as “always keep the company of the

rich, stick around such places** tennis

duh^teaten etc.” and” live as though
you were rich, never mind ’ how muds you

cut on other things."

All veiy mundane, asyou can see. But a
deeper question arises and has to be ans-

wered: whafs that lady doing tcadifagin a
university (those lousy salaries) if she
really had inherited a rich husband? Was
he only slightly rich? In which case, what

are her qualifications?

Translated from Askant AI -Awsat

Labor leader

asks Benn to

toe party line
LONDON, Nov. 12 (R) -- The leader of

the British opposition Labor Party, Michael

Foot, has asserted his authority over his bit-

terly divided party in readiness for a show-

down with radical left-winger Tony Benn.

Battle lines were drawn at a closed meeting

Wednesday night of Foot's shadow cabinet,

the people who would take over the govern-

ment if Labor were elected to power.

The 68-year-old Labor leader, criticized

for failing to halt an ideological feud between
the party’s left and right wings, told Benn to

toe the party line or face exclusion from (he

shadow cabinet.

Senior Labor Party sources said Foot gave

Bean 24 hours to comply with the principle of
collective responsibility. They quoted him as

saying in Benn's presence: “the question

comes back to this: “ Is Tony Benn going to

.

help us to win the next election?” Benn,
widely regarded as a potential challenger for

the Labor leadership, gave no immediate
response to the ultimatum.
Foot thought it unlikely that Benn would

agree to abide by shadow cabinet policy and
seemed ready for a final break with the

maverick Soclialist. “ If he chooses instead a

course of fresh disssension. there can be no
doubt where the responsibility lies. It will rest

with him and nobody else,” be said.

Benn, who renounced the hereditary title

Viscount Stansgate to take on the mantle of
champion of the workers; brought on the lat-

est row with a remark on state control at
Britain’s North Sea Oil.
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SPIDERMAN : With the Chicago dly and Lake Michigan in the background, “Spider-

man” Daniel Goodwin pauses at the 90th floorofthe John Hancock Center as he nears the

end of his climb op the outside of the skyscraper Wednesday.

Acrobat climbs 100-story building
CHICAGO, Nov. 12 (R) — Daniel

foodwin, dressed up as Spiderman, Wed-
esday climbed a 100-stoiy building in

efiance offiremen sprayinghim with water

t>m high-pressure hoses.

Thousands of spectators cheered as he

ached the top of the 1,230-foot (375

leter) John Hancock Building, where

olfoe arrested him on charges of criminal

espass and “committing an acrobatic act

rithout safety equipment”

The crowd became angry when firemen

tied to stop Goodwin, wearing a costume

?setabling the Spiderman comic book

character, by dousing him with water as he
reached the 26-story level. Then the fire-

men blocked his ascent for a time at the

37-floor • level by breaking open windows
and bolding him in place with poles.

Chicago Mayor Jane Byrne stepped in at

that point. As the crowd shouted ’* Let Him
Climb,” she told fire and police officials to

allow Goodwin to go on.

“Im used to climbing in the rain.” the
25-year-old adventurer said after reaching
the summit. Last May he scaled the 1,590-
foot (484 meter) Sears’ Tower in Chicago,
the world's tallest building.

Vote on financial reform

Danish government falls

revenues in sectors the government wants to
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